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Making finance serve society
Finance Watch is an independent, non-profit, Members’ association dedicated to 

making finance work for the good of society. It carries out public interest advocacy and 

supports civil society participation in the development of European financial regulation.

Despite the many reforms undertaken since the financial crisis, our financial system still 

does not serve society. The needs of the real economy – especially creating jobs and 

growth - are secondary to a system dominated by derivatives, too-big-to-fail banks and 

financial speculation. Instead of reforming itself after the financial crisis, the financial 

industry has lobbied hard against change, providing reasons for policymakers to put 

the interests of financial firms first. 

We need a better balance between private and public interests so that the financial system  

can benefit the entire community.

Finance Watch’s mission is:

- to act as a counterweight against the private interest lobbying of the financial industry,

- to strengthen the voice of society in the reform of financial regulation,

- to advocate public interest outcomes in financial regulation. 

What we are working for:

Finance Watch’s vision is for a financial system that allocates capital to productive 

use through fair and open markets in a transparent and sustainable manner, without 

exploiting or endangering society at large. See page 17 for more details.
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Letter from the chair

A 
famous songwriter once said, “it is discouraging 

how many people are shocked by honesty and how 

few by deceit”. When I read claims that essential 

financial regulations will somehow ‘hurt the real 

economy’ and other attempts to override the public interest, 

I am grateful that we have Finance Watch to set the record 

straight. It is an honour to take my turn as Chair at an as-

sociation whose only purpose is to serve the public interest 

in financial regulation. 

In the public housing sector, where I worked for many years, 

one sees that the public interest is sometimes supported 

by commercial and financial interests and sometimes un-

dermined. Finance Watch’s mission to make finance serve 

society is therefore good economic sense: we advocate for 

a financial system that works with society not against it, one 

that focuses on delivering indispensable services to the real 

economy. Finance Watch is also contributing to a plural, in-

clusive democracy, in which citizens’ voices are not drowned 

out by powerful, private actors.

The year 2014 brought renewal for the EU’s institutions and 

also for our association. I appreciate that my predecessor, 

Monique Goyens, left Finance Watch in excellent shape: as 

a well-respected professional association with an excellent 

new Secretary General, a refreshed Board of Directors, up 

to date governance arrangements, plans to grow the Mem-

bership and an ambitious work programme. I wish to thank 

Monique Goyens for her leadership in achieving this.  I also 

wish to record my appreciation for Thierry Philipponnat,  

Finance Watch’s founding Secretary General, for the inspiring 

and successful work he did in bringing Finance Watch to life.

Together with the Board, I extend a very warm welcome to 

Christophe Nijdam, our new Secretary General, and look for-

ward to working with him and the team to develop Finance 

Watch as an ever more effective champion for EU citizens in 

the area of finance.

With kind regards

Kurt Eliasson 
Chair

On behalf of the Board of Directors

Kurt Eliasson
Kurt Eliasson became Chair of Finance Watch 

in November 2014. He is the Chairman of 

Housing Nordic (NBO) and CEO of SABO 

Sweden and has served as a Board Member 

of Finance Watch, representing Housing 

Europe, since November 2013.

“Finance Watch advocates for  
a financial system that works  
with society not against it”
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ABOUT FINANCE WATCH

Interview with  
the Secretary General

Welcome Christophe. What do you 

expect to be the most challenging 

aspects of your new job?

Christophe Nijdam > Thank you, it is 

a great pleasure to take on this role. I 

believe our biggest challenge now is to 

help policymakers understand that if we 

want growth and jobs we need effective 

regulation. The financial crisis destroyed 

millions of jobs and threw the economy 

into recession. This was not because of 

regulation, but because of a lack of it.

In the 1980s you worked for a number of 

big banks in New York. How did you see 

the move towards liberalisation of the 

financial sector back then?

C. N. > Being right inside the sector 

while the financialisation of the economy 

took off, my belief at that time was that 

liberalised markets could indeed be more 

efficient than highly centralised markets. 

You should not forget that in those years 

we still had the Iron Curtain and two 

politically and economically different 

systems that were confronting each 

other. On one side the Soviet Union, the 

centralised economy, and on the other 

side the “free world” with free markets. 

So in those days, I believed that the 

latter framework was superior to all other 

economical organisation. That is what I 

thought at the time, but later on I learned 

some very different lessons.

How has your view evolved since then?

C. N. > Later on, probably starting from 

the mid-1990s onwards until the 2008 

crises, even though I was and remain a 

free market advocate, I started to feel that 

some of the free market consequences 

were going awry.

For instance, the derivatives market where 

I worked was really going wild at that time. 

Another example is how the compensation 

of people working in the financial industry 

shot up with no link to the utility of those 

functions for society.

We lost a lot of ethics in the industry and 

people were just thinking about how to 

make a quick buck, without thinking about 

the possible consequences for the rest 

of society.

So from the mid-1990s on, I realised 

that, yes, free markets are better than 

centralised markets, but free markets 

cannot regulate themselves, especially 

with such wrong financial incentives. 

After leaving the banking sector and 

before joining Finance Watch, you 

worked for twenty years as a financial 

analyst. What was your motivation?

C. N. > As a banker, I used to work mostly 

on the debt side of finance; on loans 

when I was a corporate banker and then 

on bonds and derivatives when I was an 

investment banker. 

In the next part of my career, I wanted 

to get involved on the equity side. Being 

a financial analyst and a stock analyst 

requires a strong analytical capacity; you 

have to really understand a company’s 

business strategy to put a price on its 

equity. So intellectually speaking, it was 

a further challenge for me and it was very 

interesting.  

  

Is the complexity of finance a problem 

for democracy? 

C. N. > I have been writing articles since 

the mid-1990s and teaching at Sciences 

Po (the Paris-based university) since the 

late-1990s.

For me, financial education is important 

for each individual to enjoy their economic 

freedom. Finance does not have to be 

highly complicated. Our economic and 

financial reasoning should be based on 

common sense, on simple rules like “risk 

and return” or “if you do not understand 

certain things, then don’t invest in them!”

For me, this is also one of the reasons why 

Finance Watch plays such an important 

role: we cannot leave a small minority of 

society, experts from the financial sector, 

to say “please do not touch it, only we 

know how it works”. Now we can reply 

“we also know how it works and we want 

to make it work for the benefit of society”.

What was your motivation to join 

Finance Watch?

C. N. > I supported Finance Watch since 

its beginnings, as I was strongly convinced 

of the need for such an organisation. That 

is why in June 2011, when Finance Watch 

was created, I was closely involved with the 

initial individual founding members.

Becoming its Secretary General, I am very 

honoured and feel a certain pride to be 

engaged in a mission that I strongly believe 

in and that goes far beyond my personal 

interest.

In a nutshell, I am an ex-banker, somebody 

who has actually worked in the financial 

sector who is strongly convinced that the 

financial sector needs to be reformed. I have 

loved this profession but I saw that something 

went wrong in the last 15 to 20 years. That 

is why I want to change finance in a positive 

way, not going back to the dark ages but 

moving to a system that can function well 

in the future.

Finance, when it is done properly - with 

ethics, the right incentives, and the right 

time horizon - can be a very powerful tool 

for economic progress.

In fact, it is because I like finance so much 

that I want to contribute to make it go back 

to serving society.

Christophe Nijdam 
Christophe Nijdam became 

Secretary General of 

Finance Watch in January 

2015. He was previously an 

independent banking analyst 

and banker with more than 

30 years’ experience (see 

Christophe’s biography on 

page 11). 
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ABOUT FINANCE WATCH

MEMBERS’ ACTIVITIES 

Finance Watch’s Members met regularly in 2014 at workshops, 

General Assemblies and national gatherings, and in confer-

ence calls of the various Working Groups covering topics such 

as banks, TTIP, Dashboard, Long term financing, and Socially 

Responsible Investment. Finance Watch and its Members co-

organised public events in Paris, The Hague and Berlin. Members 

also received 40 detailed email updates with legislative and other 

news from Brussels.

EVENTS

In May, Finance Watch held its first expert symposium in London, 

bringing together financial industry and civil society experts to 

brainstorm policy ideas on socially responsible investment.  The 

workshop, entitled “From ESG (economic, social, governance) 

corporate communication to non-financial performance indicators: 

boosting the impact, legitimacy and market share of responsible 

investment” led to a report listing practical recommendations to 

turn responsible investing into a more mainstream activity.

In November, we held a public event in Brussels entitled “What 

finance for what growth?”, where panellists discussed what sort 

of finance would support sustainable growth. The discussion was 

introduced with a keynote speech from the new ECON chair, 

Roberto Gualtieri MEP.

We also hosted a German press event at our new offices in May, 

and hosted a Friends of Finance Watch evening at our offices in 

Brussels in July for Belgium-based members of the general public 

to meet the team. 

POLICY ANALYSIS 

In total, Finance Watch made 17 technical interventions 

in 2014, including six consultations, five reports and 

policy briefs, two hearings in parliaments, three open 

letters and a cartoon. 

We released a detailed position paper “A missed oppor-

tunity to revive “boring” finance?” in December on long 

term financing, securitization and securities financing. 

The report was published with a cartoon in German, 

English, French and Polish. Other highlights include:

D  Open letter to outgoing Commissioner  

Michel Barnier on the completion of his mandate, 

highlighting the need for the EU to resist pressure  

to deregulate finance, among other things

D  Recommendations for incoming Commissioner 

Jonathan Hill on regulatory priorities, answering 

the questionnaire put to him by the European 

Parliament

D  Policy Brief “Too-big-to-fail in the EU” on the main 

regulatory actions taken so far to end TBTF banking

D  Policy Brief “Structural reform to refocus banks  

on the real economy”

D  Materials on the ECB stress tests and asset  

quality review

D  ECON Committee hearing on TTIP  

and Financial Services

Highlights of 2014

December 2014

A missed opportunity to 
revive “boring” finance?

A position paper on the long term financing initiative,  

good securitisation and securities financing

1 
Panelists at Brussels event “What finance for what growth?”, November 2014.
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PUBLIC AFFAIRS

The focus of our public affairs work in the first part 

of the year was on completing dossiers such as  

MiFID II and PRIIPs before the pre-election 

deadlines, and in the second part of the year on 

establishing relations with incoming MEPs and influ-

encing the new political environment. We attended 

131 meetings with policymakers and other stake-

holders, and participated as speakers in numerous 

conferences, debates, round tables and other ex-

ternal events. Further details of our public affairs 

work is documented in Parts II and III of this report. 

EUROPEAN ELECTIONS AND 
RENEWAL  

OF INSTITUTIONS

Ahead of the May 2014 European Parliament elections, 

Finance Watch and some of its Members organised 

successful hustings events in France and the Nether-

lands to question candidate MEPs about their plans for 

financial regulation. Later in the year, we helped MEPs 

to prepare for Commissioners-designate hearings and 

ensure that key public interest topics were put forward 

in the hearings.

GOVERNANCE AND 
FUNDRAISING

Finance Watch appointed a new Secretary 

General in 2014, Christophe Nijdam (effective 

1 January 2015), and elected a new Chair of the 

Board, Kurt Eliasson. Members also approved a 

new set of governance rules to make the Mem-

bership and Secretariat more cohesive. In the 

secretariat, we created the new position of Head 

of Strategic Development, filled by Benoît Lalle-

mand, to lead our development and fundraising 

efforts.

NEW OFFICE

The secretariat moved offices on 

31 March. You will find us at Rue 

d’Arlon 92, Brussels, still around 

the corner from the Parliament 

but closer to the Commission in 

cheaper (but larger) offices. The 

new office includes a meeting room 

where we can host workshops and 

board meetings, and desk space 

that Members are welcome to use 

when visiting Brussels.

COMMUNICATIONS

The secretariat issued 14 press releases and counted 250 items of 

press coverage mentioning Finance Watch from 23 countries. Around 

a third of these were in articles about banks, a third about lobbying, 

and the rest on consumer protection, TTIP and Finance Watch. 

We produced three webinars in 2014: on ECB stress tests, bank sepa-

ration, and investment banking. The 8,468 Friends of Finance Watch 

received ten newsletters during the year with average open rates of 

32%, and our Facebook and Twitter communities grew by a third to 

14,885 and 5,285 by the end of the year.

Finance Watch produced two multimedia educational 

units as part of our “Understanding Finance” series, the 

first on splitting megabanks, the second on TTIP. These 

explain key areas of financial reform to the public and 

present Finance Watch’s views in jargon-free language. 

They were produced in English, French and German.

EDUCATIONAL UNITS

Part of the Finance Watch Campaign Change Finance!

Financial services 

 in TTIP?

PUT SOCIETY IN THE 
DRIVING SEAT

SLIM DOWN MEGABANKS STOP SUBSIDIZING  
SPECULATION

INCENTIVIZE 
SUSTAINABLE INVESTING

Understanding Finance #2 

1  Webinar: What is investment banking?,  
December 2014
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ABOUT FINANCE WATCH

Governance

General Assembly

The General Assembly is Finance 

Watch’s highest governance body. 

Both types of Member (Member Or-

ganisations and Individual Members) 

are entitled to attend and vote via 

separate ‘voting colleges’.  The votes of 

each college are weighted so that votes 

from Member Organisations together 

represent 60% of the total vote, and 

votes from Individual Members together 

represent 40% (apart from for Board 

elections – see below). The General 

Assembly meets at least once and usu-

ally twice a year to debate and approve 

Finance Watch’s key action priorities, to 

approve the budget and accounts, elect 

the Board of Directors, and approve 

the membership of the Committee of 

Transparency and Independence (CTI). 

Committee  
of Transparency  
and Independence

The Committee of Transparency and 

Independence (CTI) is responsible for 

safeguarding the independence of Fi-

nance Watch’s advocacy and avoiding 

conflicts of interest concerning mem-

bership and funding. It must review all 

applications for membership of Finance 

Watch and all offers of funding above 

€10,000. It then provides a recommen-

dation to the Board, which takes the 

final decision.

The CTI has between three and five 

members, proposed by the Board and 

approved by the General Assembly for 

a term of three years, renewable once. 

CTI members cannot also be Members 

of Finance Watch. CTI members are not 

paid for their services and their register 

of interests is published on the Finance 

Watch website.

Secretary General

The Board of Directors appoints the 

Secretary General for a term of five 

years, renewable once. The Secretary 

General reports to the Board and can 

be dismissed by them on a two-thirds 

majority. The Secretary General has 

day-to-day responsibility for the staff, 

strategy, operations and output of  

Finance Watch.

Board of Directors

The Board currently comprises six Di-

rectors elected by and from the General 

Assembly (four Member Organisa-

tions and two Individual Members). 

The General Assembly in November 

2014 agreed that two external Board 

Directors from outside the Finance 

Watch Membership would be recruited 

to bring the total number of Directors 

up to eight; further details will be pro-

vided in due course. Board directors, 

who are not paid, may stand for two 

consecutive mandates of three years 

and may stand for election again after 

a two year absence following the end 

of their second mandate. The weighted 

college voting system does not apply to 

elections for internal Board Directors, 

who are elected directly within each 

voting college.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Anne Fily (French),* 
BEUC Special Advisor, representing 
FW Member Organisation The 
European Consumer Organisation 
(BEUC).

Hanna Sjölund (Swedish),*  
UNI Europa Policy Advisor to the 
Regional Secretary, representing FW 
Member Organisation UNI Europa.

Kurt Eliasson (Swedish), chair
Chairman of Housing Nordic 
(NBO) and CEO of SABO Sweden, 
representing FW Member 
Organisation Housing Europe.

Jacques Terray (French),  
Vice-chair of TI France and former 
member of TI International Board 
of Directors, representing FW 
Member Organisation Transparency 
International EU Office.

Prof. Dr. Rainer Lenz (German),* 
treasurer 
Professor of finance at the University 
of Applied Sciences in Bielefeld, 
former investment banker and 
Economic Advisor at the Namibian 
Ministry of Finance

François-Marie Monnet (French), 
Independent advisor to family 
wealth offices, associate of 
l’Observatoire de la Finance, former 
investment banker and journalist.

* Elected/re-elected 25 November 2014

Finance Watch is committed to transparency, independence and good governance.  

The governance structure described in detail in our Articles of Association  

has been designed with these values in mind and allows for a clear separation  

of responsibilities.

Who’s Who

?Should I join Finance Watch?
As a Member, you can:

R participate in Finance Watch’s governance and strategic direction,
R join other civil society groups from around Europe advocating for financial reform,
R share expertise and coordinate campaigning actions in dedicated Working Groups,
R call on the technical and EU lobbying expertise of the Finance Watch secretariat,
R receive detailed weekly updates on policy and legislation, and invitations to events,
R network with other civil society organisations at our meetings and workshops.
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COMMITTEE OF 
TRANSPARENCY AND 
INDEPENDENCE FOR 2014-2017

Michael and William were appointed by the 
10 November 2011 General Assembly and 
reappointed on 25 November 2014. Robin and 
Jérôme were appointed by the 8 April 2015 General 
Assembly.  

Michael Wiehen (German), 

with Transparency International since 
1995, previously with the World Bank 
and Dresdner Bank in Frankfurt (CTI 
chair). 

Professor Robin Jarvis (British), 
Professor of Accounting at Brunel 
University, expert in SME and related 
accounting issues. He is a member of 
the European Commission’s Financial 

Services User Group, chair of the EBA Standing 
Technical Working Group on Consumer Issues and 
Financial Innovation, and Special Adviser to the 
UK’s Association of Chartered Certified Accountants 
(ACCA).  

Jérôme Cazes (French),  
chair of MyCercle, an online company 
information platform. He was 
previously the CEO of Coface, the 
credit insurer and French export credit 

guarantee provider and a board member of Natixis.

Dr William Dinan (Irish),  
Lecturer in Communications, Media 
and Culture at University of Stirling 
and expert on lobbying practice and 
governance. He sits on the steering 

committee of ALTER-EU, a European NGO Alliance 
for Lobbying Transparency and Ethics Regulation, 
and the editorial board of Spinwatch.

ACTIVITIES
In 2014, Finance Watch updated its governance rules to make the 
association more cohesive. It also elected a new Chair, several new 
Board Members and appointed a new Secretary General. 

At the General Assembly on 28/29 April, Members approved the 
2013 accounts and change of Finance Watch’s registered office to Rue 
d’Arlon 92, Brussels.  In light of Finance Watch’s rapid development, 
a Members’ Working Group on governance was established to 
examine among other things ways to promote membership growth, 
diversification and cohesion, to clarify the roles of individual and 
organisational members, to review the roles of the Board and 
Secretary General, and to propose suitable changes to the Articles 
of Association. Elections under the system of rotating board seats 
returned BEUC, represented by Anne Fily, UNI-Europa, represented 
by Oliver Röthig, and Rainer Lenz as a new individual board member. 
It was also announced that Veronica Nilsson would replace Andreas 
Botsch as the Board representative of ETUC. Members were informed 
that the Board had accepted the resignation of Thierry Philipponnat 
as Secretary General the previous week and held a discussion about 
next steps.

In an Extraordinary General Assembly on 30 september, Members 
discussed a set of proposals that the governance Working Group 
had developed over the summer. The main proposals were that the 
Board should reflect the diversity of the Finance Watch membership 
in terms of countries, gender and type of organization; that the 
Board composition would change from nine to six Members (four 
organisations and two individuals) plus two external directors; to 
introduce weighted voting in General Assemblies by category of 
membership (organisations/individuals to count 60/40); and that 
Qualified Members would be known as Individual Members.

In the General Assembly on 25 November, Members approved the 
modifications to the Articles of Association discussed in September; 
approved Finance Watch’s budget and modified work programme for 
2015, which includes the ongoing provision of high quality expertise 
and advocacy plus goals on fundraising and geographical expansion; 
received a presentation from Secretary General-designate Christophe 
Nijdam; and re-elected CTI members Michael Wiehen and William Dinan. 
At a Board meeting the same day, Kurt Eliasson of Housing Europe 
was elected Chair and Rainer Lenz was elected Treasurer.

In 2014, applications for individual membership were suspended 
during the governance review, and the CTI reviewed and cleared two 
applications from new organisational Members (Positive Money and 
CNCD). Both were approved by the Board and are now full Members.

We are sad to report the death of Ieke van den Burg, who was the founding Chair of Finance 
Watch and who passed away on 28 September 2014. A former MEP, Ieke was dedicated 
to the notion that finance should serve society. She was instrumental in the creation of 
Finance Watch and its successful early development and is sadly missed.

To commemorate her work, the European Systemic Risk 
Board’s Advisory Scientific Committee, of which Ieke was 
an inaugural member, has since established the annual 
“Ieke van den Burg Prize for Research on Systemic Risk” 
to recognise outstanding research conducted by young 
scholars on a topic related to the ESRB’s mission. 

Secretary General
The Secretary General is Christophe Nijdam 
(French), who was appointed in November 2014 and 
took office on 1 January 2015. He replaced Benoît 
Lallemand, who served as Acting Secretary General 
for the eight months following the resignation 
in April 2014 of Thierry Philipponnat, the 
association’s founding Secretary General.
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Secretariat

Head of  
Operations
Sylvie Delassus

Head of  
Public Affairs
Joost Mulder

Christophe 
Nijdam

Expertise and 
Campaigns 
Coordinator
Aline Fares*

Head of Strategic 
Development
Benoît Lallemand

Membership 
Coordination
Giulia Porino

Head of 
Communications
Greg Ford

Financial Officer 
and Secretary of the 
Board of Directors
Adriaan Bayer

Senior Public 
Affairs Officer
Katarzyna 
Hanula-Bobbitt

Communications 
Officer
Charlotte Geiger

Head of  
Policy Analysis
Frédéric Hache

Senior  
Policy Analyst
Paulina 
Przewoska

Senior  
Policy Analyst
Rim Ben Dhaou

Community 
Manager
Matthieu 
Lietaert*

Office Manager
Kerstin Stout

Operations Public Affairs

Secretary General

Members’ Coordination Strategic Development

Communications Policy Analysts

* part-time consultant

* 80%

1

2 814 5

6

7

915

1016

11 4

13

3

1  Christophe Nijdam
Secretary General*
(French) 
Former banker and financial analyst (see next page);  
responsible for the strategy, operations and output 
of the Secretariat (* from 1 January 2015)

2  Joost Mulder
Head of Public Affairs
(Dutch) 
Former financial industry lobbyist; advocacy on 
securities markets and retail issues 

3  Katarzyna Hanula-Bobbitt
Senior Public Affairs Officer
(Polish) 
Former financial regulator; advocacy on banking 
issues

4  Benoît Lallemand
Head of Strategic Development 
(Belgian) 
Former clearing and settlement banker; responsible 
for fundraising. EU advisor to Better Markets 

5  Frédéric Hache
Head of Policy Analysis
(French) 
Former investment banker; manages the policy 
analysis team, specialises in financial markets, 
investor protection and banks

6  Paulina Przewoska 
Senior Policy Analyst
(Polish) 
Former financial regulator; analysis on investment 
firms and banks

7  Rim Ben Dhaou
Senior Policy Analyst*
(French) 
Former actuary, quantitative analyst and portfolio 
manager; analysis on trading book and securities 
financing (* from April 2015)

8  Greg Ford
Head of Communications
(British)
Former financial journalist; policy-related 
communications

9  Charlotte Geiger
Communications Officer
(German)
PR and social media expert; communications 
to the general public

10  Matthieu Lietaert
Community Manager
(Belgian) 
Filmmaker and data visual expert; multi-media 
strategist

11  Aline Fares
Expertise and Campaign Coordinator 
(French) 
Former commercial banker; coordinates work 
with Members

12  Stephen Schindler
Membership Coordination*
(German)
Membership coordination (* short-term contract 
from August 2014 to February 2015)

13  Giulia Porino
Membership Coordination*
(Italian)
Membership coordination (* short-term contract 
from February 2015)

14  Sylvie Delassus
Head of Operations*
(French) 
Operations and fundraising expert (* until May 
2015, the Operations department is being 
reorganised and renamed Strategic Development 
department)

15  Adriaan Bayer
Financial Officer and Secretary  
of the Board of Directors
(Dutch) 
Former investment fund analyst and project 
manager 

16  Kerstin Stout
Office Manager
(German)
Former office manager for an international law 
firm; office administration

As at 30 April 2015
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Finance Watch’s secretariat had a 

permanent staff of 12 people in 2014 (in-

creasing to 14 in 2015) and two part 

time consultants, all with backgrounds 

in banking and finance or other areas 

relevant for our work. The staff is organ-

ised into teams for public affairs, policy 

analysis, communications, strategic de-

velopment/operations, and membership 

coordination. 

In November, the Board announced 

Christophe Nijdam’s appointment as the 

new Secretary General, starting Janu-

ary 2015, to replace the association’s 

founding Secretary General, Thierry 

Philipponnat, who resigned in April. In the 

interim, the position of Acting Secretary 

General was filled by the then Co-Head 

of Policy Analysis, Benoît Lallemand, who 

is now Head of Strategic Development, 

following a two month handover period 

with Christophe in early 2015. 

In March 2014 we welcomed Paulina 

Przewoska as a new senior policy analyst 

and in April the team welcomed Kerstin 

Stout as our new office manager. In Au-

gust, Stephen Schindler joined the team 

on a short term contract to support Aline 

Fares with membership coordination. 

Stephen was succeeded in February 

2015 by Giulia Porino. In April 2015, Rim 

Ben Dhaou joined the team as a senior 

policy analyst.

The team was supported by external, 

part-time consultants Duncan Lindo, a 

British academic and former investment 

banker who provided ad hoc research on 

banking, and Matthieu Lietaert, a Belgian 

filmmaker and communications expert 

who helps with videos, webinars and 

managing the Finance Watch Facebook 

page.

The secretar iat  moved off ices on 

31 March, from serviced premises in 

Square de Meeûs to a new location at 

Rue d’Arlon, 92. The new offices include 

a space to host board meetings and 

workshops for up to 25 people. All Fi-

nance Watch stakeholders are welcome 

to drop by and visit!

CHRISTOPHE NIJDAM, NEW SECRETARY GENERAL

BIOGRAPHY

French national Christophe Nijdam 

has spent more than a dozen years 

in senior positions at several large 

French banks. He began his career in 

1979 at Credit Lyonnais (now Crédit 

Agricole) New York as a financial 

analyst and corporate banker. In 

1983 he joined the headquarters of 

the CCF (now HSBC France) as co-

head of interest rate and currency 

derivatives, before returning to the US 

as a capital markets director. In 1989, 

he became US General Manager for 

Crédit du Nord (now Societe Generale 

Group) in New York.

Returning to France in the early 

1990s, he decided to switch to the 

investor side by becoming a financial 

analyst. He also joined the team of 

Christophe Nijdam started as Secretary General of Finance 

Watch on 1 January 2015. He brings a strategic understanding 

of the banking sector, an investor’s perspective and operational 

experience in bank management, together with a strong conviction 

of the need to reform the financial sector. To learn more about 

Christophe’s views, see his interview on page 5.

Le Nouvel Economiste in 1992 as 

vice chair of the board in charge of 

financial affairs. He co-founded the 

independent equity research firm 

CAPITALACTION in 1994, where he 

was managing partner. A lecturer at 

Sciences-Po Paris from 1998 to 2008, 

he still teaches there in the corporate 

finance and capital markets Executive 

Masters’ programme.

Immediately prior to deciding to 

join Finance Watch, Christophe 

Nijdam was a banking analyst at the 

independent equity research firm, 

AlphaValue, where he worked since 

the firm was founded in 2008. 

As a volunteer, Christophe Nijdam 

coordinates a weekly guest column, 

“My dearest bank”, in Le Nouvel 

Economiste.

“Society faces major 

challenges but the 

financial system today is 

disconnected from the 

needs of the real economy 

and of society at large” 

Christophe Nijdam

“The analyst feared by bankers […],  

Christophe Nijdam is one of the foremost 

experts on the world of banking today 

and one of the most ardent advocates of 

the separation of bank activities. It has 

to be said: when it comes to banks, he 

knows all the secrets.”

L’Expansion 

« Ces vigies qu’on n‘écoute  

pas assez »  June 2013
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 Berlin, 2-3 July  Conference “After 

the EU-Elections - What now? Old prob-

lems and new challenges”, organised 

by WEED, Economia Civile and Finance 

Watch, including a panel on Financial 

Regulation and Supervision in Europe.

 Brussels, 5 November  Conference 

“Housing Finance: Property Bubbles 

or Social & Ecological Resilience?”, or-

ganised by Housing Europe and Finance 

Watch (see Events for more details).

 Berlin, 4 December  Public confer-

ence “Banks and Financial Markets: 

Safe and Long-Term?”, organised by 

Finance Watch, the German Trade Union 

Federation (DGB), Federation of German 

Consumer Organisations (vzbv), the 

World Economy, Ecology & Development 

(WEED), and Friedrich Ebert Foundation 

(see Events for more details).

Members’ Activity 

 Berlin, 5 May  Expert symposium on 

“Financing the Green Transformation, 

Instruments and Coalitions for Sustain-

able and Social Investment in Europe”, 

organised by DGB and the Heinrich-

Böll-Stiftung in cooperation with Finance 

Watch and 2° Investing Initiative.

 Paris, 6 May  Debate in which four 

French candidate MEPs (affiliated to EU 

political groups S&D, EPP, GUE and EFA-

Greens) were questioned by an audience 

of 400 members of the public on their 

commitments to regulate finance during 

the next EP mandate. Co-organised with 

CCFD Terre Solidaire, Institut Veblen, 

Attac France, Secours Catholique, indi-

vidual members of Finance Watch and 

others.

 The Hague, 8 May  Debate in which 

six Dutch candidate MEPs (including 

three heads of list) were questioned 

by more than 100 experts from NGOs, 

government and industry on their com-

mitments to regulate finance during the 

next EP mandate. Participants reported 

that it was an “exceptional” debate and 

congratulated Finance Watch and its 

Members for the effort. At the event, 

SOMO, Finance Watch, FNV Finance, 

Consumentenbond, Oxfam-Novib, VBDO 

and Milieudefensie presented their com-

mon manifesto to future MEPs.

Finance Watch Members work together in Working Groups, which are coordinated by Finance 

Watch staff and meet regularly in person or by conference call. Members in these groups can 

share expertise and coordinate their lobbying and campaigning activities. The groups have 

proven highly effective in helping Members to maximise their impact and support Finance 

Watch advocacy. Around half of our Members are regular participants in these activities.

MEMBERS’ WORKSHOPS 
AND GATHERINGS

During the year, we organised a number 

of workshops and national gatherings for 

specific groups of Members in different 

countries, as well as workshops at the 

General Assemblies.

In January, we met with local Members 

in Paris, Berlin, Brussels and London to 

discuss how to develop Finance Watch’s 

2013 Change Finance! Campaign, and 

hosted a conference call for Members 

in the Netherlands. These meetings 

with Members were used, among other 

things, to prepare public hustings events 

ahead of the EU elections in Paris and 

the Hague (a similar event planned in  

Brussels had to be cancelled).

The Paris group met on 11 March and  

8 July. Finance Watch staff attended 

several meetings of the Transforming 

Finance network in London, which draws 

together civil society groups interested 

in financial reform including several of 

our Members, and we continued to meet 

with the other national groups.

We hosted a workshop for members of 

the Dashboard Working Group at our 

offices in Brussels on 26 June.  In July, 

Finance Watch participated in a roundta-

ble on global financial reform hosted by 

Bread for the World in Berlin, which led 

to WEED co-hosting with us a strategic 

workshop for 20 Members and other 

CSOs at our offices on 4 November to 

discuss the involvement of civil society 

in financial regulation.

PUBLIC EVENTS IN COOPERATION WITH MEMBERS

Berlin conference on 
4 December 2014

5

1 Paris event, 6 May 2014
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6 Public events  

in cooperation with 

Finance Watch 

5 Working 

Groups

3 General 

Assemblies

40 Members 

Update emails

Members’ activity in 2014 in numbers:

10 Workshops 

and national 

meetings

MEMBERS’ WORKING 
GROUPS 

Several Working Groups met regularly 
during the year, as described below. 
In addition, staff organised ad hoc 
conference calls to brief Members 
on issues related to MiFID and PRIIPs.

 TTIP  The Members’ Working Group 

on TTIP was set up in January 2014 and 

met regularly by conference call. With civil 

society attention on TTIP getting stronger, 

this working group aims to discuss its 

impact on the shape and regulation of 

financial services in Europe, and to bring 

attention from other civil society groups to 

the finance-related issues. During its fifth 

meeting, in early April, the Working Group 

agreed to liaise with US-based organisa-

tions. This process was subsequently led 

by Finance Watch Members WEED and 

SOMO with discussions covering regula-

tory convergence / cooperation, mutual 

recognition and extraterritorial applica-

tion of EU/US law, and what to say about 

this in relation to the official positions on 

TTIP. At a session during Finance Watch’s 

April General Assembly in Brussels, Work-

ing Group members gave presentations 

on TTIP and played recorded contribu-

tions from US partners.  In a 16 June 

conference call, the group discussed 

Finance Watch’s draft contribution to the 

EC consultation on investor protection 

mechanisms in TTIP / ISDS (a consultation 

that ended up receiving an unprecedented 

150,000 responses thanks to the cam-

paigns of Member organisations such as 

AK, FOEE, as well as other organisations). 

In a 16 September conference call, the 

group discussed ways to highlight the 

risks of including financial services in TTIP. 

 Banks  The group met by conference 

call six times in 2014. The secretariat or-

ganised calls to discuss the Commission’s 

Bank Structure Reform (BSR) draft when 

it was published on 29 January, again in 

more detail on 14 February, and to discuss 

Banking Union on 4 April, shortly after the 

SRM was agreed. On 6 June, there was 

a call about Finance Watch’s lobby plans 

ahead of the formation of a new ECON 

Committee. The call included a research 

update to collect feedback on an early 

draft of the policy brief “Too-Big-To-Fail 

in the EU”, which assesses the different 

pieces of TBTF-related legislation and was 

published in September, and to discuss 

an upcoming policy brief on the ECB’s 

stress tests and the BRRD, “Should 

precautionary recapitalisations make tax-

payers nervous?”. A call on 22 September 

looked into BSR lobby strategy as shadow 

rapporteurs were appointed, and one on 

17 December discussed the state of play 

on BSR. In order to encourage broader 

involvement, the group was provided with 

regular written updates by the secretariat, 

including materials in English, German, 

French and Italian. 

 Dashboard  This group was created after 

the Citizens’ Dashboard was presented to 

Members at the November 2013 General 

Assembly. It met five times in 2014, includ-

ing two workshops and three conference 

calls. In the group’s first call on 22 January, 

we asked Members to contribute to the 

collection of potential indicators that could 

measure the outputs of the financial sector 

and of financial regulation. On 4 March, 

the group discussed the organisation of 

the project, the role of Secretariat and 

Members, and the scope of indicators to 

be included. In a 3 April call, the group 

shared an overview of existing dashboard-

like initiatives, presented a template with 

four clusters of indicators, and discussed 

organising a workshop in June. The April 

General Assembly included a lively dis-

cussion of the project and on 26 June, a 

group of Members met at our new offices 

in Brussels for a one day workshop to 

brainstorm on the content of the dash-

board. This resulted in a plan for the next 

steps and a long-list of 115 possible indi-

cators from which to choose shortlisted 

indicators in the research phase.

 Long-term financing  The LTF Work-

ing Group held three conference calls in 

2014 to discuss issues raised by the Com-

mission’s Communication on Long-Term 

Financing, published on 27 March. Two 

days before the Communication was pub-

lished, the secretariat organised a video 

conference presentation and discussion 

about the rationale for promoting capital 

market financing of SMEs and infrastruc-

ture, potential systemic risks linked to the 

growth of non-bank lending and revival of 

securitisation, and user’s and taxpayer’s 

perspectives.  On 9 July, the group met 

again to discuss the secretariat’s research 

into the link between the LTF Communi-

cation and bank business models. In the 

Autumn, Members shared feedback on  

Finance Watch’s draft position paper on 

LTF and the group met again on 21 Octo-

ber to agree improvements to the paper.

 Socially responsible investing (SRI)   
This group met only once, on 26 Feb-

ruary to present and discuss a Finance 

Watch study on SRI. The call looked at 

the SRI-related incentives available to 

asset-managers and banks in making 

investment decisions and monitoring the 

SRI impact of those decisions, looking 

at legislative measures such as PRIIPS, 

non-legislative codes and standards, and 

voluntary industry initiatives. These were 

further developed in an expert symposium 

organised in London on 21 May, attended 

by working group members, other civil 

society and asset management repre-

sentatives, which resulted in a report and 

recommendations. 

1 
Expert symposium in London, 21 May 2014
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Members list
As of 31 December 2014 (42 Member Organisations and 30 Individual Members)

MEMBER ORGANISATIONS

BELGIUM

•  Centre national de coopération au 
développement (CNCD-11.11.11)

•  Centrale Nationale des Employés (CNE)
• Réseau Financement Alternatif 

DENMARK

• Danish Confederation of Trade Unions

EU

•   Austrian Federal Chamber of Labour - 
Brussels Office

•  Bureau Européen des Unions 
de Consommateurs (BEUC)

•  Housing Europe
•   European Trade Union Confederation (ETUC)
•  Friends of the Earth Europe
•  Oxfam International
•  Rosa Luxemburg Foundation,  

Brussels Office
•  Solidar
•  Transparency International - EU Office (TI-EU)
•  UNI Europa

FRANCE

•  Attac France 
•  CCFD-Terre Solidaire
•   Confédération Générale du Travail (CGT)
•   Fédération CFDT des Banques et Assurances 
•   Fédération Européenne des Cadres  

des Établissements de Crédit (FECEC) 
•  Fédération nationale de la finance  

et de la banque (FFB CFE-CGC)
•  FIDH
•   Institut Veblen pour les réformes 

économiques 
•   Secours Catholique-réseau mondial Caritas
•  UNSA Banques et Assurances

GERMANY

•   Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund (DGB)
•  Foodwatch
•  Heinrich Böll Stiftung
•   ver.di (Vereinte Dienstleistungsgewerkschaft)
•  VZBV (Verbraucherzentrale Bundesverband)
•   Weltwirtschaft Ökologie & Entwicklung 

(WEED)

ITALY

•  Fondazione Culturale Responsabilita Etica

NORWAY

•  Norwegian Confederation of Trade Unions

SPAIN

•  Fundacio Seira

SWEDEN

•  Nordic Financial Unions (NFU)

SWITZERLAND

•   Observatoire de la Finance

THE NETHERLANDS

•  Stichting Onderzoek Multinationale 
Ondernemingen (SOMO)

UNITED KINGDOM

•  ShareAction
•  New Economics Foundation (NEF)
• Positive Money
•  TUC/Unite
•  Global Justice Now (formerly World 

Development Movement)

USA

•  Natural Resource Governance Institute 
(formerly Revenue Watch)

INDIvIDUAL MEMBERS  

BELGIUM

AYADI Rym
THYS Robert

FRANCE

CHAVAGNEUX Christian
COLIN Gregori
CRINETZ Michel
GEIGER Rainer
KLEINKNECHT Patrick
LICHTEROWICZ Pierre
LIGER-BELAIR Philippe
LOUMEAU Philippe
MONNET François-Marie
PERRUT Dominique
REVALLIER Pierre

SCIALOM Laurence
SERVE Stéphanie
SIMON Claude

GERMANY

CALVI Stefan
FRIEDERICHS Karl
KÖHLER Wolfgang
LENZ Rainer
MARTIN Pablo
REINERS Suleika
SCHUMANN Harald
SCHWABE Hans-Joachim

SWEDEN

KELLERMANN Christian

SWITZERLAND

BOHR Bärbel
CHESNEY Marc
SANTI Michel

UNITED KINGDOM

GRIFFITH-JONES Stephany
LINES Thomas

Finance Watch is a civil society platform. Our legitimacy comes from a broad membership 

of civil society organisations representing EU citizens via consumer groups, housing 

associations, unions, NGOs, financial experts and academics. Members can join as 

organisations or as expert individuals. 

We were pleased to welcome two new 

Member Organisations in 2014: CNCD-

11.11.11 is a Belgian development NGO 

with a mission to challenge national and 

international political bodies on their 

responsibilities for development co-

operation and international solidarity; 

and Positive Money is a London-based 

campaign group working to democratise 

money and banking so that it works for 

society and not against it.

The standard membership fee is set at 

€1,000 per year for Member Organisa-

tions and €80 per year for Individual 

Members.
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Funding

The financial industry spends hundreds 

of millions of euros a year on lobbying 

in order to influence and water down 

financial regulation. The results can be 

seen in how little the financial system 

has fundamentally changed since the 

financial crisis, despite the profoundly 

negative impact that the crisis had on 

the lives of millions of EU citizens.

Finance Watch has an annual budget of 

around €2m to fight back on behalf of 

citizens. To make this funding sustain-

able, we need to reduce our reliance on 

a few significant funders. 

If you are reading this and share our 

goal of making finance serve society 

then please consider becoming a donor 

– large or small as every euro helps - or 

helping us to find new funders to support 

our mission.  

1 - This disclosure does not imply any endorsement by the European Union or its institutions of Finance Watch’s work, which remains the sole responsibility of Finance Watch itself.

Finance Watch is independently funded by charitable foundations, public grants,  

membership fees and donations from the general public. 

INDEPENDENCE

All funding above € 10,000 must be reviewed by the Committee of trans-

parency and independence and approved by the Board to ensure that it 

is unconditional, does not create any conflict of interest with Finance Watch’s 

objectives, does not threaten the independence of Finance Watch’s positions, 

and complies with money laundering standards. Finance Watch does not  

accept money from political parties.

As of 31 December 2014, Finance 

Watch’s financial resources came from 

the following sources:

R the European Union, operating grant 

for 2014 administered by the European 

Commission under a “Preparatory ac-

tion - Capacity building of end-users 

and other non-industry stakeholders for 

Union policy making in the area of finan-

cial services”. The grant is limited to a 

maximum 60% of Finance Watch’s total 

eligible costs. The preparatory action is 

a follow-up to funding issued in previous 

years through an EU pilot project under 

the same name,1 

R Adessium Foundation, a public benefit 

organisation based in the Netherlands 

that sponsors projects to further integrity, 

justice and a balance between people 

and nature,

R  Fondation Charles Léopold Mayer 

pour le Progrès de l’Homme, a private 

Swiss grant-making foundation that 

supports activities which contribute to 

human progress through science and 

social development,

R Better Markets, a US non-profit group 

that advocates public interest outcomes 

in financial regulation,

R Caisse des Dépôts, a French publicly 

owned, public interest bank,

R Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung (conference 

partner), a German private, non-profit 

cultural foundation committed to the 

ideals and values of Social Democracy

R Open Society Initiative for Europe, an 

initiative of the Open Society Founda-

tions (OSF) that aims to contribute to 

more vibrant and legitimate democracies 

in the European Union by working with 

a wide range of civil society actors and 

strengthening less central voices.

R donations from private individuals,

R membership fees,

R conference registrations.

For a breakdown of these contributions, 

please see the financial report on page 44.

We are grateful to all our funders, in-

cluding the members of the public 

who supported our work in 2014.  Our 

independence and standing as a pub-

lic interest advocate are only possible 

because of your support.

Thank you!

“So that we can 

exercise our political 

role by voting, it 

is necessary that 

Finance Watch 

‘belong’ to the 

greatest possible 

number of citizens.”

François Dupont, Friend of 

Finance Watch, France

the financial industry spends 
more than €120 million per year 
on lobbying in Brussels and 
employs more than 1,700 lobbyists, 
according to a survey by CEo, AK 
Europa and ÖGB (the Firepower 
of the Financial Lobby, April 2014). 
the survey was based on the most 
conservative numbers and the 
actual numbers are likely to be far 
higher.
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Finance Watch in brief

Making finance  
serve society

D  we advocate public interest out-
comes in financial regulation 

D  we build the capacity of civil soci-
ety to act as a counterweight to the 
financial lobby

the goal: a sustainable banking system 

and a financial system built around in-

vesting not betting.

For democracy to thrive, decision-mak-

ing must be plural, inclusive and reflect 

the common good. This requires that no 

single group of actors or interests can 

dominate political discourse, and that 

public interest outcomes are clearly 

articulated and separated from private 

interests.

A network of more than 70 civil society 

members, including consumer groups, 

housing associations, trade unions, foun-

dations, think tanks, environmental and 

other NGOs, and individuals with relevant 

expertise (full list on page 14)

A secretariat of 14, all with professional 

backgrounds in banking and finance or 

other areas relevant for our work (see 

page 10)

Around 8,500 Friends of Finance Watch 

from the general public around Europe.

Members approve which topics Finance 

Watch should work on when they meet in 

General Assemblies. Members and sec-

retariat staff also meet in Working Groups 

to discuss policy issues and plan actions.

The secretariat’s policy analysis team 

carries out research in collaboration with 

Members, this expertise is shared with 

Members and policymakers.

Using this expertise, Members and sec-

retariat staff coordinate their advocacy 

towards EU and national policymakers. 

This includes meeting policymakers and 

speaking at public events. 

Members and secretariat staff coordinate 

their campaigns and communications 

towards the general public, and publi-

cations are converted into non-technical 

materials for the general public.

HOW WE WERE FORMED 
The regulatory activity that followed the global financial 

crisis led to a surge in private interest lobbying from 

the financial industry. Finance Watch was created as an 

independent public interest advocate in 2011 in response to 

a call from MEPs, who feared that an imbalance in lobbying 

could lead to undemocratic outcomes. 

 2008 

Global financial crisis, Lehman 
Brothers collapses 

 2009 

G20 leaders agree post-crisis 
financial reform agenda, 
EU begins extensive programme of 
regulation and re-regulation,
Financial industry lobby increases 

 2010 

June  group of 22 cross-party MEPs 
launch a petition, “Call for a finance 
watch”  

November The call gathers 
189 signatures from MEPs and 
national politicians

December start of the project phase 
to create a public interest advocacy 
group

 2011 

April 28 Finance Watch AISBL 
registered in Belgium as an 
association internationale sans but 
lucratif (international non-profit 
association)

June 30 founding Members hold 
their first General Assembly in 
Brussels, elect the board and appoint 
Thierry Philipponnat as Secretary 
General

September secretariat is hired and 
Finance Watch becomes operational 

 2012 

Membership grows to 
70 (42 organisations and 
28 individuals)
Major files: CRD IV and MiFID II

 2013 

5th anniversary of Lehman Brothers’ 
collapse and Change Finance! 
Campaign, 
Major files: MiFID II, Bank Structure 
Reform, Banking Union, PRIIPs

 2014 

Major files: Bank structure reform, 
Banking Union, TTIP, PRIIPs, MiFID II 

European Parliament elections and 
renewal of the European Commission
Office move, governance review, 
Christophe Nijdam appointed Secretary 
General from 1 January 2015 

FiNANCE

What we do?
G

Who are we?
G

How we work?
G
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Finance Watch’s vision
Finance Watch’s motto is “making finance serve society” 

Our vision is for a sustainable financial system that serves society and is founded on 

investing and not betting.

We would like to see:

D  a banking system that is resilient 

and effective and that directs credit 

to productive use without extracting 

economic rents or transferring credit 

risks to society, and

D  financial markets that encourage 

productive investment in the real 

economy and discourage excessive 

or harmful types of speculation.

Before either of these can happen, our 

leaders and civil society must act to-

gether to break the intellectual capture 

and dominance of the powerful financial 

industry lobby.

Finance Watch is working to share this 

vision with the public, regulators, politi-

cal leaders, academics, think-tanks, the 

media, economists, and the bankers and 

business leaders of tomorrow.

D  Reduce the overall level of financialisa-

tion of society. 

D  Build a resilient banking system that 

serves society and is not founded on 

moral hazard (including under a Bank-

ing Union).

D  Raise awareness of the policy implica-

tions of credit and money creation by 

the banking sector.

D  Build a financial system geared to-

wards sustainable investing.

We see the following measures as essential steps 
towards realising our vision:

D  Limit excessive or harmful 

speculation.

D  Channel savings into sustainable long-

term investments in the real economy.

D  Regu la te  the  f i nanc ia l  sec to r 

effectively.

D  Protect the interests of the general 

public.

D  Restore ethical behaviour to the actors 

of the banking and financial sectors.
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FiNANCE
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FINANCE WATCH WORKED  
ON THE FOLLOWING POLICY  
DOSSIERS IN 2014:

P 20  Bank Structure Reform*

P 23  Long term financing*, ELTIFs*  
and Capital Markets Union

P 26  MiFID II and MiFID Level 2*

P 28  PRIIPs*

P 29  Better Regulation*

P 30  Banking Union and BRRD*

P 32  Shadow Banking / MMFs*

P 34  Securities Financing  
Transactions (SFT)

P 36  TTIP*

P 38  Change of institutions

P 40  Other interventions*

*  Topics mandated for 2014  

by the General Assembly 27 November 2013.

DOSSIER 
ACTIVITY
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DOSSIER ACTIVITY

European and national level 

initiatives have been presented 

to reform the structure of banks, 

including the possible separation 

of deposit-taking from trading 

activities.

Bank Structure Reform

C
A

L
E

N
D

A
R

On 29 January 2014, the Commission published two 
legislative proposals, one on structural measures to im-

prove the resilience of EU credit institutions (bank structure reform, or BSR) and one on securities 
financing transactions (see page 34). 

This followed the October 2012 recommendation for a form of EU bank ring-fencing by the Com-
mission’s High-Level Expert Group (HLEG) led by Erkki Liikanen, and the adoption in 2013 of a 
ring-fencing law in the UK and of weaker national reforms in France and Germany.

The January 2014 proposal applies only to the largest and most complex EU banks and would:  
1. ban proprietary trading in financial instruments and commodities from 1 January 2017,  
2. grant supervisors the power and, in certain instances, the obligation to require the transfer of 
other high-risk trading activities (such as market-making, complex derivatives and securitisa-
tion operations) into separate legal trading entities within the group (“subsidiarisation”) from 
1 January 2018. 

EU finance ministers issued a statement on 2 April opposing the separation of market-making 
activities. 

In April, the IMF published new research estimating the size of implicit subsidies to “too big to 
fail” (TBTF) banks at up to $300 billion in the euro area for 2012. In June, the European Systemic 
Risk Board’s (ESRB) Advisory Scientific Committee published a report questioning the size and 
structure of the EU’s banking sector. The European Economic and Social Committee (EESC) pub-
lished a mainly positive opinion on the BSR proposal in July. In November, the ECB published a 
more restrained opinion with some technical amendments.

In the summer, the Parliament’s new ECON Committee appointed Gunnar Hökmark (EPP, Sweden) 
as rapporteur, and shadow rapporteurs were appointed in September. 

The FSB published a report shortly before the November G20 summit in Brisbane on the differ-
ences between bank structure reforms in different parts of the world. The FSB, together with the 
IMF and OECD, undertook to report again in 2016. 

ECON held a public hearing on 2 December, at which Finance Watch spoke. Parliament rappor-
teur Hökmark submitted his draft report in late December, substantially weakening the proposal. 

The Commission chose not to include BSR in a list of proposals to be withdrawn under the Better 
Regulation initiative, when announcing its 2015 work programme on 16 December.

Institutional negotiations on BSR continue into 2015.

Q2 2015
Continued negotiations between 
ECON rapporteur and shadow-
rapporteurs

21 January 2015
Amendments deadline for ECON 
report

18 December 2014
Draft ECON report circulated by 
Parliament rapporteur Gunnar 
Hökmark (EPP, Sweden)

16 December 2014
BSR not on a list of Commission 
proposals to be withdrawn 
Finance Watch Webinar “What is 
investment banking?”

2 December 2014
Finance Watch participates in 
ECON public hearing on the BSR 
proposal

27 November 2014
Finance Watch letter to Financial 
Times urging Commission not to 
withdraw BSR proposal

19 November 2014
European Central Bank opinion 
on Bank Structure Reform

27 october 2014
FSB report on Structural Banking 
Reforms for November 2014 G20 
Brisbane Summit

10 September 2014
Finance Watch note “Too-big-to-
fail in the EU”

22 July 2014
Finance Watch Policy Brief 
“Structural reform to refocus 
banks on the real economy”

9 July 2014
European Economic and Social 
Committee (EESC) opinion on 
BSR proposal

2 June 2014
ESRB Advisory Scientific 
Committee report “Is Europe 
overbanked?”

2 April 2014
ECOFIN meeting, finance 
ministers’ statement opposing 
separation of market-making 
activities 

31 March 2014
IMF Global Financial Stability 
Report estimates TBTF funding 
subsidy for Eurozone banks at 
$300bn 

21 March 2014
Finance Watch educational unit 
“Understanding Finance #1 - 
Splitting megabanks?”

24 February 2014
Finance Watch Webinar “Why 
separate banking activities?”

30 January 2014
Finance Watch press release 
“Bank structure proposal has 
right objectives but fragile 
mechanism” 

29 January 2014
Commission publishes legislative 
proposals on bank structure 
reform (BSR) and securities 
financing transactions (SFT), 
called the Barnier proposals

2013
France and Germany adopt weak 
national laws on bank structure 
reform and Belgium announces 
plans. UK adopts ring-fencing 
law

2 october 2012
HLEG presents its final report to 
the Commission
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“I believe there are still 

doubts regarding whether 

the largest and most 

trading-intensive banks 

in Europe can be rapidly 

resolved in the midst of 

a systemic crisis. If the 

structure of a bank has 

been simplified ex-ante, 

it is easier to impose 

resolution measures on 

it also in times of severe 

stress.”

Erkki Liikanen,  
speaking at ECON hearing, 

2 December 2014
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ACTIONS OF  
FINANCE WATCH

On the day the Barnier proposal on bank structure 
was published we hosted a conference call with 
Members and issued a press release the following 
day with our first impressions of the text.

We hosted a public webinar on 24 February 

2014 entitled “Why separate banking activities?” 
and published a 12 page multimedia dossier 
“Understanding Finance #1 - Splitting megabanks?” 
on 21 March in English, French and German, 
containing a non-technical overview on the issue 
of bank separation and explaining Finance Watch’s 
position for the wider public. 

For policymakers, we published on 22 July a 
10 page Policy Brief “Structural reform to refocus 

banks on the real economy” to help draw the link 
between BSR and the jobs and growth agenda.

Acting Secretary General Benoît Lallemand spoke at 
a European Economic and Social Committee study 
group on “Reform of the structure of EU banks” on 
10 April. The EESC published a positive opinion on 
BSR three months later.

“Utility banking must be 

separated from investment 

banking.”

The Archbishop of Canterbury  

(and former derivatives trader),  

Justin welby

FINANCE WATCH’S VIEWPOINT 

Some bank structures can embed 

funding subsidies that distort and 

damage the market economy. 

Megabank structures, for example, 

allow the funding benefits of implicit 

state support to be extended to 

investment banking, subsidising its 

cost of capital and leading to the 

overdevelopment of risky trading 

activities and systemic risk.

Separating trading from credit at such 

banks would cut this link and is a vital 

step in ending too-big-to-fail banking. 

It would help banks to focus more on 

serving the real economy and give 

credibility to the EU’s plans for dealing 

with large banks in trouble, reducing 

the chances of further taxpayer bail-

outs. Existing measures such as CRD, 

SSM, BRRD and SRM, while positive, 

are not enough to protect taxpayers 

because they have a micro-prudential 

focus (they make individual institutions 

more robust) whereas BSR has more 

of a macro-prudential focus and 

concentrates on the systemic risks 

posed by large trading-oriented banks 

(risk of joint default, risk of contagion). 

In our view, prevention is better than 

cure. To achieve its goals, we think 

BSR must separate substantially all 

trading - including market making and 

derivatives - from deposit banking 

activities.

While the public benefits of this 

measure are well established, BSR 

is strongly opposed by the banking 

lobby and by certain member states 

protecting national champion banks. 

A successful BSR would focus banks 

on serving the economy and help 

capital markets to be competitive 

and subsidy-free. This in turn should 

support the EU’s ambition for a capital 

markets union. 

Why should citizens care? 

Citizens pay three times over for 

financial firms that are too-big-to-

fail: in good times through distorted 

markets and misallocation of 

resources, in bad times through 

taxpayer bail-outs, and most severely 

through deeper recessions after a 

financial crisis. Citizens get very little 

in return. Opinion polls show that a 

large majority of citizens in different 

EU countries would like to see smaller, 

less powerful and properly separated 

banks.

If BSR is not effective, the next 

financial crisis could be as painful for 

citizens as the last and undermine 

faith in the democratic process. 

Additionally, the economy may not get 

enough of the types of finance it needs 

for stable growth.

September 2014

TOO-BIG-TO-FAIL 
(TBTF) IN THE EU 

WHICH PIECES OF LEGISLATION AIM AT TACKLING  

THE TBTF ISSUE, AND WITH WHAT RESULTS SO FAR? 

 
An assessment of EU 2009-2014 legislative work on banking

ASSETS OF THE 15 EU'S LARGEST BANKS

Part of the Finance Watch Campaign Change Finance!

Splitting 
Megabanks?

SLIM DOWN MEGABANKS PUT SOCIETY IN THE  
DRIVING SEAT

STOP SUBSIDIZING  
SPECULATION

INCENTIVIZE 
SUSTAINABLE INVESTING

Understanding Finance #1 

August 2014

Structural reform to refocus 
banks on the real economy

By Paulina Przewoska, 
Senior Policy Analyst at Finance Watch

FINANCEWATCHPOLICYBRIEF

Why the European Commission’s proposal 
on the structural reform of banks is a ‘must 
have’ regulation and should be a top priority 
for the Council and new Parliament. 

A well-designed and effective structural reform is one of the most 
important measures to safeguard financial stability, ensure the 

effectiveness of the new resolution and supervision mechanisms, 
and to refocus banks on their core activity of lending to the real 

economy. Therefore the Commission’s proposed Regulation should 
be on top of the Council and new Parliament’s agenda. 

“ It is no use saying, ‘We are doing our best.’  
You have got to succeed in doing what is necessary. 

”
Winston Churchill

Finance Watch speaks at the 

ECON Committee hearing  

on Bank Structure Reform,  

2 December 2014

“Too-big-to-fail in the EU”  

Policy Brief, 10 September 2014

“Understanding Finance #1 - Splitting 

megabanks?” multimedia dossier, 

21 March 2014

“Structural reform to refocus banks 

on the real economy” Policy Brief,  

22 July 2014
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For incoming MEPs, on 10 September we 
published a 12 page overview, “Too-big-to-fail in 

the EU”, of the various EU financial regulations 
relating to too-big-to-fail and our assessment of 
what remains to be done.

In November, we urged the Commission to 
maintain support for BSR following calls from the 
financial industry to withdraw the proposal. This 
was supported by a letter in the Financial Times 
on 27 November and an open letter to outgoing 
Commissioner Michel Barnier the previous month. 

Senior analyst Paulina Przewoska spoke at a public 
hearing on the Structural Reform of Banks at the 
Parliament’s ECON Committee on 2 December. 
Before the hearing, we coordinated with FW 
Members on publications, letters to MEPs and 
media contacts to encourage MEPs to support a 
strong reform.

We  hos t ed  ano t he r  pub l i c  web i na r  on 
16 December, “What is investment banking?”, 
and started technical work on the Hökmark report 
ahead of the amendments deadline on 21 January 

2015.

Relevant materials were tweeted throughout the 
year under the hashtag #SplitMegaBanks. Finance 
Watch was mentioned in 32 press articles about 
banks structure and published eleven blogs and 
external articles about BSR during the year.

OUTCOMES

The Commission’s original proposal has the right 
objectives (among others: more competition be-
tween banks, more credible resolution of banks 
in trouble, less misallocation of resources, fewer 
conflicts of interest) but a fragile mechanism, such 
as potentially giving supervisors too much discre-
tion to avoid separating banks. The text has since 
come under sustained attack from some member 
states and some political parties seeking to weaken 
it, creating doubts about its final effectiveness. 

Public and academic support for bank separation 
remains strong and the OECD and IMF published 
further evidence during the year that adds to the 
case for structural reform. The ECB and FSB gave 
largely neutral responses on the reform.

BSR survived a bank lobby call for it to be with-
drawn as part of the new Commission’s “clearing 
the decks” exercise but it continues to face strong 
opposition from several EU member states and the 
Parliament rapporteur, who are acting to weaken 
the proposal. 

The proposal faces further challenges to its pro-
gress and content in 2015, both in Parliament and 
Council. 

“…to ensure that EU banks 

face a level field on European 

and global markets, operating 

free of unfair distortions of 

competition”

Extract from Guiding Principle 3 of the  

European Banking Federation

DEPOSIT  
BANKING

INvESTMENT 
BANKING
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DOSSIER ACTIVITY

In 2013, the IMF, OECD, FSB and other international in-
stitutions issued reports on factors affecting the avail-

ability of financing for long-term investment. This was in response to commitments made at the 
G20 Summit in Mexico in 2012. The European Commission contributed to this debate with a Green 
Paper on LTF published in March 2013. After a public consultation, the Commission published a 
Communication on long term financing in March 2014 with wide-ranging proposals in 15 action 
areas, including the role of development banks, securitisation, ELTIFs and tax and accountancy 
measures, among other things. 

The first legislative proposal to emerge from this workstream was the Commission’s draft regula-
tory framework for ELTIFs, published in June 2013. Legislative work on the proposed regulation 
was interrupted by the EU elections but lawmakers eventually reached an agreement in Novem-
ber 2014. The new Commissioner for Financial Stability, Financial Services and Capital Markets 
Union, Jonathan Hill, launched a Green Paper and consultation on CMU on 18 February 2015, 
together with consultations on securitisation and the Prospectus Directive. The Green Paper on 
CMU identifies five early priorities, including implementing the ELTIF regulation, developing high 
quality securitisation, standardised credit information on SMEs, private placement, and a review 
of the Prospectus Directive to ease listing requirements for smaller companies. Commissioner 
Hill is expected to present further details in Q3 2015.

the Commission’s Long-term 

Financing initiative (LtF) was a wider 

set of initiatives to create growth and 

jobs in the Eu. one of the legislative 

proposals presented by the outgoing 

Commission creates a new legal 

investment instrument, the European 

Long-term investment Fund (ELtiF). 

these funds should help investors to 

put money into companies and long-

term projects

towards the end of 2014, the existing 

LtF work essentially folded into the 

new Capital Markets union (CMu) 

project of the incoming Juncker 

Commission. the Capital Markets 

union promotes non-bank lending 

and foresees greater involvement of 

institutional investors in financing 

the real economy. 

Long term financing, ELTIFs 
and Capital Markets Union
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Q3 2015
Commission expected  
to present further Capital 
Markets Union initiatives 

13 May 2015
Finance Watch response to 
EC consultation on framework 
for simple, transparent and 
standardised securitisation

13 May 2015
Finance Watch response  
to EC green paper on CMU

10 March 2015
Parliament endorses ELTIF 
Regulation agreement in plenary

18 February 2015
Finance Watch press release 
expresses scepticism about 
key parts of CMU Plan for 
sustainable growth

18 February 2015
Commission publishes Green 
Paper on CMU, launches 
consultations on securitisation 
and the Prospectus Directive

15 December 2014
Finance Watch position 
paper on long term financing, 
securitisation and securities 
financing

26 November 2014
Trialogue agreement  
on ELTIF Regulation

15 July 2014
President Juncker announces 
Capital Markets Union  
as one of the three Unions  
in his acceptance speech  
to Parliament

17 April 2014
Parliament plenary vote on ELTIF 
Regulation

27 March 2014
Commission Communication  
on Long-Term Financing

26 February 2014
Parliament approves its 
response to LTF Green Paper

26 June 2013
Finance Watch responds to 
Commission consultation on LTF 
Green Paper

26 June 2013
Commission publishes proposal 
for ELTIF Regulation

25 March 2013
Commission publishes Green 
Paper on LTF
Legislative action
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FINANCE WATCH’S VIEWPOINT 

First, contrary to the consensus 

narrative, the crisis was not a banking 

crisis, but started as a shadow 

banking crisis, and showed that 

traditional banks, funded by retail 

deposits and with non-political 

governance, were more robust and 

focused on the real economy than 

some investment banking activities 

that required a bailout. The CMU is 

the promotion of shadow banking and 

of the investment banking model, yet 

in our view, the lesson from the crisis 

is that we need more traditional and 

local banking.

Secondly, we also challenge the idea 

that bank lending has to decline. 

European banks have increased their 

capital and are in the process of 

cleaning their balance sheets. They 

are therefore now in a better position 

to lend. Some banks may choose to 

allocate their capital to more profitable 

activities but, if anything, this only 

strengthens the case for separating 

universal banks in order to refocus 

them on their core mission of lending.

Thirdly, and most importantly, it is 

not clear that CMU will provide the 

type of stable funding that is needed. 

We always hear about the need to 

increase the availability of credit, but 

we only talk in terms of quantity of 

credit, not quality. Yet, one lesson from 

the crisis is that access to funding is 

not an issue in normal times, but only 

in times of stress. Therefore, what 

is needed is not just more credit in 

general, but more stable credit that 

does not withdraw quickly in times of 

stress. 

In this respect, increasing the reliance 

of the economy on capital market 

financing is a double-edged sword: 

while it might increase the supply of 

credit in good times, capital markets 

financing is more pro-cyclical than 

traditional bank lending, being highly 

dependent on investor’s greed and 

fear, and can decline very quickly in 

times of stress. This is not the kind 

of stable financing that European 

companies need to grow.

CMU is also likely to make our 

financial system more fragile and to 

increase moral hazard. Non-bank 

lending is a more collateral-intensive 

activity and a revival of securitisation 

will create more financial securities 

that financial institutions lend to one 

another as collateral for short term 

lending. Yet the crisis has shown 

that this form of financing was very 

fragile, very pro-cyclical and increased 

interconnectedness through the webs 

of contracts between institutions, 

thereby increasing the risk of domino 

effects in our financial system.

Transferring risks from banks to 

pension funds, as is currently 

promoted, might also create additional 

moral hazard. If tomorrow a large 

pension fund runs into trouble, it 

is quite likely that there will be a 

political willingness to bail it out with 

taxpayers’ money.

Additionally, pushing retail savings 

currently in bank deposits towards 

capital markets is also dangerous: 

retail deposits do finance the real 

economy as they contribute to the 

stable funding of banks. A reduction in 

bank deposits would increase banks’ 

reliance on wholesale funding with the 

consequences that we know.

The higher pro-cyclicality of non-

bank lending raises a moral question 

since it means you need an entity 

that will buy when everyone wants 

to sell, yet shadow banking does not 

have explicit and direct access to 

public safety nets and the crisis has 

shown the ineffectiveness of private 

backstops. This means that we must 

decide between extending access to 

public safety nets to shadow banking, 

which would increase moral hazard, or 

alternatively shrinking the size of – and 

not promoting – shadow banking.

Lastly, the idea that enough has been 

done in terms of regulation and that 

we should now focus on short-term 

growth is misleading and risky. While 

much regulation has been put in place 

since the crisis, most of it is focused 

on making individual banks more 

robust but very little has been done to 

make the financial system as a whole 

more robust and stable. This is indeed 

very different: making the system more 

robust requires, for example, ensuring 

that financial institutions do not run 

into trouble at the same time. If one 

medium-sized bank runs into trouble, 

this is not a threat to the financial 

system as, for example, other banks 

can buy the troubled bank and ensure 

continuity of service. If, however, 

most banks experience troubles 

simultaneously as happened during the 

crisis, governments need to intervene 

to bail them out with taxpayers’ money. 

As long as this is not addressed, we 

will not have reduced the risk of future 

crises, which is a pre-requirement for 

sustainable growth.

Why should citizens care? 

Promoting the development of capital 

markets in Europe might create an 

even more volatile financial system 

that is more vulnerable to domino 

effects. 

The suggestion that enough has been 

done in terms of financial regulation 

and that the European Commission 

should now focus on boosting short-

term growth is adventurous: as long 

as systemic risks have not been 

comprehensively addressed, we will 

not truly have reduced the risk of 

future crises and the related costs for 

the economy and citizens’ lives.

We are also not convinced that 

CMU in itself will create significant 

growth and jobs. The policy response 

focusses on increasing the supply of 

credit, yet the current lack of growth 

comes for a large part from a lack 

of demand, itself linked to structural 

factors such as the rise of inequalities 

over the last decades that have 

reduced the purchasing power of the 

low and middle classes. As a recent 

report from the OECD put it “policies 

that help to limit or reverse inequality 

may not only make societies less 

unfair, but also wealthier.”

Lastly, privatising the funding of 

infrastructure, a possible outcome 

of CMU, might lead in some cases 

to excluding poorer citizens from 

accessing essential services. It 

might also increase the ultimate cost 

of infrastructure investments for 

taxpayers while shifting the burden to 

future generations.

Long term financing, ELTIFs and Capital Markets Union
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Finance Watch cartoon on plans to promote 

high quality securitisation. Also published  

in French, German and Polish.

ACTIONS OF  
FINANCE WATCH

In early 2014, we advised Parliament negotiations 
on the ELTIF Regulation, suggesting them not to 
allow the transfer of funds between ELTIF and non-
ELTIF compartments of Alternative Investment Funds 
(to avoid creating a loophole in the regulation of 
hedge funds) and to not allow retail investors to 
invest directly in ELTIFs, but rather to use UCITS as 
a wrapper to limit the exposure to a single ELTIF and 
to ELTIFs in general, and to help consumers benefit 
from the liquidity and transparency requirements 
in UCITS.

We also pushed to reduce the overly positive as-
sessment of securitization as a mechanism for eco-
nomic recovery in the Parliament’s non-legislative 
report responding to the Long Term Financing Green 
paper.

Our work on CMU in 2014 was mainly research 
based. On 15 December 2014, Finance Watch 
published a 98 page position paper on long term 
financing, securitisation and securities financing, 
entitled “A missed opportunity to revive “boring” 

finance?” critically examining the assumptions 
behind the Commissions approach to capital market 
financing, analysing in depth some of the systemic 
risks that it might introduce, and formulating policy 
recommendations. The paper was accompanied by 
a cartoon published in several languages.

This work paves the way for a strong advocacy 
programme in 2015, starting with consultation re-
sponses to the Commission and other bodies.

OUTCOMES

The few legislative initiatives announced in the 
February 2015 CMU Green Paper are still at 
an early stage. Further legislative initiatives may 
be taken, for instance to stimulate securitisation. 
There is strong momentum to revive securitisation 
but many details of how the riskier elements will 
be regulated remain to be agreed. Finance Watch’s 
position paper on CMU received good reviews and 
was quoted in several academic peer reviewed 
publications. While this topic has yet to reach 
the non-specialized media and general public, 
awareness of the potential issues is increasing and 
several prominent academic voices have started 
echoing Finance Watch’s concerns.

Excellent news, they want to 

promote capital markets and 

securitisation in Europe! It's 

Christmas before Christmas! 

So what’s the latest from Brussels? 

Really? Did they already forget about the crisis? 

They're desperate to have short term growth and our 

lobbyists helped them.. The storyline is that banks caused 

the crisis, hence we need less banks and more capital 

markets to finance the real economy. But of course more 

capital markets means more investment banks to create the 

securities and thus more money for us.. 

Hey relax, there's plenty of good news for you too. 

They'll privatise a big chunk of European 

infrastructure and your pension fund will be able to 

invest in bridges and highways with nice returns 

guaranteed by the government. Better than investing 

in lousy sovereign debt uh? Somebody's gotta help 

these poor pensioners.. 

Sounds sweet indeed! 

Aren't they worried 

about public protests 

and creating systemic 

risks same as before the 

crisis? 

This is not something for you 

and I to worry about my 

friend, trust the big boys.. 

..Besides I might hire a 

nanny and buy a new car 

to celebrate, how's that 

for supporting the real 

economy? 
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DOSSIER ACTIVITY

the Eu’s Review of the Markets 

in Financial instruments directive 

(MiFiD ii/MiFiR) is a landmark 

reform that aims to make financial 

markets more efficient, stable and 

transparent. technical standards are 

now being defined at Level 2 and 

Member States must implement the 

part of the package that is contained 

in the Directive (MiFiD ii), so that all 

rules can apply as of 2017.

MiFiD ii/MiFiR covers market 

structure reforms, transparency 

(dark and over-the-counter trading), 

high-frequency trading (HFt), 

commodity derivative speculation 

and investor protection, among other 

topics.

MiFID II and  
MiFID Level 2
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The Level 1 text of MiFID II/MiFIR introduces transparency 
requirements for a broad range of asset classes; the ob-

ligation to trade derivatives on-exchange; restrictions on algorithmic and high-frequency-trading 
and new tools to supervise and monitor trading in commodity derivatives. It will also strengthen 
protection for retail investors through transparency on the use of commissions; conditions for 
the provision of independent investment advice; stricter organisational requirements for product 
design and distribution; product intervention powers; and the disclosure of costs and charges. 

Two and half years after it was proposed, the Level 1 text for MiFID II/MiFIR was finalised in May 
2014 ahead of the elections, as work on the Level 2 implementation began.

The Level 2 work involves supplementing the Directive and Regulation with a large number of 
“technical” measures. Many of these decisions seem technical but are very political, as the cali-
bration of Level 2 measures determines the impact that the rules will have in practice. From the 
perspective of Finance Watch, the areas where the political agreement is most at stake are the 
Delegated Acts on consumer protection and the Regulatory Technical Standards for commodity 
derivatives.On 22 May, ESMA published a discussion paper outlining its thinking on the Technical 
Standards and a consultation paper on a set of draft rules. ESMA held three public hearings in 
Paris on 7-8 July on these, which continue under negotiation into 2015.

3 January 2017
Full application of rules

19 March 2015
Finance Watch press release 
calls on ESMA to revise its 
proposal on commodity 
derivatives

19 February 2015
Finance Watch attends ESMA 
Level 2 hearings in Paris

2 March 2015
Finance Watch responds to 
ESMA consultation on MiFID II/
MiFIR Technical Standards

6 February 2015
Finance Watch press release 
calls on Commission to ignore 
industry-biased ESMA advice on 
inducements

19 December 2014
ESMA publishes consultation 
paper on Technical Standards

23 July 2014
Finance Watch and BEUC press 
release on inducements and 
consumer protection

7-8 July 2014
Finance Watch attends ESMA 
Level 2 hearings in Paris  
Finance Watch publishes 
responses to May 2014 ESMA 
papers

12 June 2014
Publication in Official Journal 
and formal entry into force

22 May 2014
ESMA publishes consultation 
paper on Technical Advice for 
Delegated Acts
ESMA publishes discussion 
paper on Technical Standards

Q2 2014
Start of ESMA’s drafting of 
Technical Standards (deliverable 
by July 2015) and Technical 
Advice on Delegated Acts.

11 March and 15 April 2014
Council endorsement, Parliament 
plenary approved the agreement

January-February 2014
Technical trialogues to draft 
interpretation guidance in 
Recitals

15 January 2014
Finance Watch press release to 
welcome the agreement and call 
for strong Level 2 measures

14 January 2014
Political agreement among EU 
institutions

20 october 2011
Commission publishes proposals 
to revise MiFiD and introduce 
MiFIR
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1 
ESMA open hearing on MiFID II Level 2, 19 February 2015.
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ACTIONS OF  
FINANCE WATCH

Finance Watch acknowledged the polit ical 
agreement on the Level 1  text with a press 
release in January 2014 calling for strong Level 
2 implementation. The team argued successfully 
against a late attempt to water down the position 
limits regime through linguistic changes in the 
recitals of the directive during technical negotiations 
in the weeks following the political agreement.

As work on Level 2 got underway, we published 
our responses to ESMA’s MiFID II/MiFIR Discussion 
Paper and Consultation Paper on 7 July, the first of 
two days of public hearings held by ESMA in Paris.

Finance Watch staff and some of its Members 
(BEUC, Oxfam International and SOMO) attended 
these hearings, providing much needed civil society 
representation among the 200 or so industry 
representatives at each hearing. This was important 
to show that civil society is now equipped to engage 
in those technical discussions, and to make sure 
that the public interest provisions introduced in 
the law (Level 1) are effective when translated into 
technical rules (Level 2). The sessions we attended 
covered market issues (market structure and 
high-frequency trading), investor protection, and 
commodity derivatives (position limits). 

Two weeks later, Finance Watch and BEUC 
both issued press releases to support ESMA’s 
commitment on investor protection, commenting 
on the rules about fees and commissions paid to 
those giving investment advice.

In August 2014, Acting Secretary General Benoît 
Lallemand became a member of ESMA’s Secondary 
Markets Standing Committee, which acts as a Level 
2 consultative group and is heavily dominated by 
industry representatives. In the autumn, we worked 
with the new team of MEPs responsible for the 
Level 2 scrutiny to make sure that our points were 
raised in internal meetings and discussions with the 
Commission and ESMA. 

We also started preparing our campaign in response 
to the draft Technical Standards as proposed by 
ESMA on 19 December 2014.

OUTCOMES

A political agreement on MiFID II was reached at 
the trialogue on 14 January 2014 in Strasbourg. 
At the time of writing, the Level 2 outcomes are 
unknown. However, the Level 1 compromise 
puts into practice several of Finance Watch’s 
recommendations. 

On HFT, the introduction of a minimum tick size 
regime should improve market order and integrity, 
provided it is properly calibrated at Level 2. HFT will 
be more transparent to supervisors and academics, 

thanks to the flagging of orders and the disclosure 
of algorithms.

The introduction of position limits on commodity 
derivatives was a standout accomplishment, 
achieved despite fierce opposition from the financial 
industry and thanks to a sustained campaign from 
NGOs including several Finance Watch Members. 
Their ultimate success will depend on how position 
limits are calibrated at national level, subject to 
Level 2 guidance.

The Organised Trading Facility platform will not allow 
for trading of equities, which removes the risk of 
most equity trading moving away from the most 
regulated platforms (traditional exchanges). On 
derivatives, whether MiFID II provides incentives 
for over-the-counter trading to move onto regulated 
platforms will depend on the calibration of the 
“volume cap”.

On retail investor protection, MiFID II was a missed 
opportunity to introduce an EU-wide ban on 
inducements paid out to financial intermediaries, 
meaning that some consumers will continue 
to be exposed to biased financial investment 
advice. However, those who declare themselves 
independent advisors will have to refrain from 
accepting inducements, those who are not 
independent must clearly state so and member 
states can introduce or maintain existing national 
inducement bans.

FINANCE WATCH’S VIEWPOINT 

Financial markets have evolved away 

from their primary role of helping to 

allocate resources. With MiFID Level 

2, we have focussed our advocacy on 

commodity derivatives, high-frequency 

trading, and investor protection.

The popularity of commodity funds as 

an investment has led to speculators 

dominating commodity derivative 

markets that help to determine the 

price of food and other essential 

goods. We back the use of “position 

limits” to restrict the amount of 

speculation allowed and make food, 

energy and other commodity prices 

more secure, but they must be 

calibrated correctly and set at the right 

level to be effective.

The rise of high frequency trading 

techniques has opened the door to 

abusive trading strategies, in which 

some high frequency traders extract 

profits from legitimate users of the 

market, such as people saving for their 

pension as well as from institutional 

investors. We support the introduction 

of tools for regulators to control this, 

such as a higher minimum tick-size 

regime to increase the smallest price 

movement for financial instruments, 

limiting the potential for gaming. Here 

again, the actual calibration of the tick 

size is crucial.

In the area of investor protection, we 

feel that retail investors should be able 

to expect their financial advisors to 

have their best interests at heart when 

recommending investment products 

to buy, which means financial advisors 

should be paid in a way that does 

not incorporate potentially harmful 

biases. In the absence of a European 

ban on inducements, we insisted that 

clients should know that their financial 

advisor is being paid for selling 

specific products.

Why should citizens care? 

The economy and society at large 

benefit when financial markets allocate 

resources well and at a low cost. If 

market prices become unreliable, 

then financial resources may be 

allocated poorly and in some markets 

the supply of essential commodities 

used for food and energy production 

could be disrupted. Further, if the 

costs of financial intermediation are 

too high or if some types of trader 

are permitted to exploit others in the 

market, it is much harder for people 

to save for their future. Similarly, 

people’s long term financial security 

will suffer if retail investors are led 

towards unsuitable or overly expensive 

products as a result of sales-biased 

advice.
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Consumers should be able  

to compare financial investments 

and understand what they invest in.  

to help them do this, a Regulation  

on Packaged Retail and  

insurance-based investment 

Products (“PRiiPs”) was approved  

in April 2014. the new European  

rules require product manufacturers 

to draft a short information 

document which must be given  

to consumers before they invest.

PRIIPs
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In mid-2012, the European Commission proposed a regu-
lation to boost consumer confidence in the financial sec-

tor by making information about structured products more comparable and understandable via a 
standardised key information document (or “KID”). 

Lawmakers reached a compromise agreement on the Level 1 text of a regulation on Packaged 
Retail and Insurance-based Investment Products (PRIIPs) on 1 April 2014. 

The Commission initiated the Level 2 process in July 2014 with a request to EIOPA for techni-
cal advice on possible delegated acts. In November, EIOPA, with its sister European Supervisory 
Authorities, EBA and ESMA, issued a discussion paper on draft Regulatory Technical Standards 
via the ESA Joint Committee. The Level 2 processes continue into 2015.

17 November 2014
Joint Committee of the European 
Supervisory Authorities issues discussion 
paper on Regulatory Technical Standards 

15 April 2014
Parliament plenary vote

1 April 2014
Inter-institutional compromise agreed

January to March 2014
Trialogues

19 April 2013
Discussion paper on product rules  
for retail investment products

31 october 2012
Publication of Finance Watch position 
paper

3 July 2012
Commission publishes proposal  
for PRIPs regulation

ACTIONS OF  
FINANCE WATCH

Finance Watch argued intensively from late 2012 

to April 2014 for a wider scope and warning 
label, among other things. We stepped up these 
efforts at the end of 2013 during the Parliament 
compromise meetings and in early 2014 trialogues, 
against the risk that key elements could be lost as 
the deadline for the end of the Parliamentary term 
approached. After highly-contested negotiations, the 
inter-institutional agreement reflected several wins 
for consumers and Finance Watch issued a press 
release on 1 April 2014 to acknowledge them 
and commit to protecting them during the Level 2 
process. This formally started in November 2014 
with the first Discussion Paper on the first set of 
Regulatory Technical Standards.

OUTCOMES

The Level 1 text introduces a “comprehension 

alert” label that will warn consumers if they are 
about to buy a product with features that have led 
to miss-selling cases in the past. Three criteria are 
put forward: whether the product invests in one or 
several unusual asset classes, whether the return 
is linked to a complex mathematical formula, or 
whether the product contains features which play 
on behavioural biases. 

Minor improvements were made on the scope by 
including certain insurance products (hence the 
name change from PRIPs to PRIIPs to include 
insurance-based products), although there are 
potential inconsistencies with the forthcoming 
Insurance Mediation Directive which regulates the 
sales of insurance products. Pension products will 
not be subject to a Key Information Document, 
although this may be revised after four years.

Consumers will also know exactly how financial 

advisor fees will impact the return on their 
products. Product issuers who claim their product 
contributes to environmental and social 

objectives will have to substantiate such claims.
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FINANCE WATCH’S VIEWPOINT 

Finance Watch believes that retail 

investors should not be offered 

unsuitable investment products. We 

made several recommendations for 

the KID:

•  enlarging the scope so that 
packaged products, insurance 

products, pension products, and 

even shares and bonds would 

require a KID;

•  introducing a health warning 
(“complexity alert”) to reduce 

miss-selling cases and encourage 

more suitably-designed products. 

The purpose of the health warning 

is to alert retail investors when 

structured products embed features 

known to have detrimental effects;

•  ensuring that the underlying 
methodology and disclosure 

format of the summary risk 

indicator enable retail investors to 

understand the risks attached to 

the product; 

•   improving disclosure of fee 
structures. Fees can be disclosed 

transparently or embedded in the 

product, in which case they are not 

paid upfront but translate into lower 

potential returns, and the investor is 

never aware of them; and

•  summarising in one sentence the 
implicit view taken by an investor 

purchasing the product. The 

purpose is to ensure that investors 

fully understand the market view 

that they are taking.

Why should citizens care? 

Research shows that retail investors 

are far from rational when it comes 

to buying investment products: 

their decisions are often affected 

by cognitive and emotional biases 

and they rely a lot on advice from 

sales people who themselves do not 

always understand the risks in the 

products they sell.

A properly implemented KID should 

help consumers to understand 

the risks and costs of investment 

products and avoid products that are 

unsuitable for them.
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One of the dossiers that was suggested for potential 
withdrawal during a November 2014 exchange of 
positions between Commissioner Jonathan Hill and 
Commission First Vice-President Frans Timmermans 
is the Bank Structure Reform proposal, presented 
less than a year before, in January 2014. However, 
the Commission never formally proposed to 
withdraw this legislative initiative and negotiations 
continue.

Under pressure from potential withdrawal, the 
Council agreed a General Approach on the revision 
of the Institutions for Occupational Retirement 
Provision (IORP II).

The only ongoing initiative likely to be halted 
at the time of writing is the Investor Compensation 
Schemes Directive, which deals with cases where 
an investment firm is unable to return assets 
belonging to an investor. This Directive, proposed 

in 2010 but stalled in Council, mirrors similar 
guarantees for deposit accounts, which have been 
increased after bank runs in the early days of the 
financial crisis. This sends a strange message 
to consumers who are considering whether to 
move their money from bank deposits into shares, 
something that the Capital Markets Union aims to 
stimulate directly (through loosening the rules for 
Prospectuses and Private Placement) and indirectly.

President Juncker’s goal of reducing 

excessive or unnecessary regulation 
has focussed attention on the Commission’s 
“Better Regulation” processes, now overseen by 
Commission First Vice President Frans Timmermans. 
A major concern for civil society actors including 
Finance Watch is that legitimate efforts to rationalise 
and simplify rules do not turn into a business-led 
agenda for deregulation. 

Finance Watch has been closely monitoring 
developments. We met with the cabinet staff of Hill 
and Timmermans and also published an open letter 
to former Commissioner Barnier.

BETTER REGULATION 
WATCHDOG NETWORK

As well as in finance, many 
files in environmental, social 
and health legislation could 

potentially be put under pressure under the 
Better Regulation initiative. In November 2014 we 
therefore started sharing information with Member 
organisations potentially affected by this agenda, 
and coordinating our advocacy work.

Together with four of other civil society organisations 
(BEUC, Friends of the Earth Europe, ÖGB and 
UNI Europa) we formed a Steering Group which 
launched the Better Regulation Watchdog 

network, a group of civil society organisations 
concerned about the Better Regulation agenda.

The network was formally presented in May 2015 
with more than 50 civil society organisations from 
different sectors. The network will examine actions 
taken under the Better Regulation initiative and 
flag possible risks to social, labour, environmental, 

consumer, financial regulation and public health 
standards. 

IMPACT  
ASSESSMENTS 

Finance Watch responded to a public consultation 
on the way the Commission conducts impact 
assessments before proposing legislation. We said 
we would like to see greater attention to the societal 
dimension in impact assessments, taking in factors 
that are hard to measure in economic terms but 
nevertheless important, such as financial stability, 
integration, health or consumer rights.

The costs of regulation are often quite easy 
to calculate, since they are simply to quantify, 
immediate and fall on a small defined number of 
players, who will gladly demonstrate how much 
their profit has gone down compared to the pre-
legislative situation. The benefits of regulation, on 
the other hand, are often difficult to quantify, in 
the long run, and fall on a large group of actors 
– often all citizens or all taxpayers. When industry 
lobbyists propose to look at implementation and 
compliance costs only, they are effectively calling 
on policymakers to ignore the benefits of financial 
regulation to society.

under the Better Regulation agenda, 

the new Juncker Commission is far 

more restrictive on new legislative 

initiatives taken within the annual 

Commission work Programme. it has 

done a one-off trawl of all legislation 

to find measures that should be 

repealed. the Better Regulation 

agenda puts pressure on Parliament 

and Council to subject their 

legislative amendments to impact 

assessments and will lead to close 

scrutiny of legislative negotiations 

carried over from the previous 

mandate to see which proposals 

might be withdrawn as they are 

no longer perceived as useful or 

dragging on too long in negotiations. 

the Commission is also negotiating 

a new inter-institutional Agreement 

on the transparency of lobbying.

Better Regulation
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“Laws need to be 

efficient. But, let’s 

be clear, a one-sided 

reduction of 

regulatory burdens 

on business does 

not equate to better 

law-making and 

should never be at the 

expense of consumers, 

the environment or 

workers. To shy away 

from taking necessary 

actions can be a very 

costly exercise for  

our societies in  

the long-term.”

Monique Goyens,  
Director General of  

The European Consumer 

Organisation (BEUC)

“Growth and jobs need financial stability. The completion of a solid regulatory 

framework for the financial sector is one of the “big things”that Europe 

should focus on. As a member of the Better Regulation Watchdog network  

we will watch the outputs of the Better Regulation initiative closely.”

Christophe Nijdam,  
Secretary General of Finance Watch
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Banking union is a package of 

measures aimed at supporting the 

further integration of the European 

banking system. it consists of 

an Eu-wide single rulebook and 

harmonised deposit guarantees, and 

a Eurozone single supervisor, single 

resolution mechanism (SRM) and 

single resolution fund. other member 

states can opt in to the Eurozone-

only elements.

the Bank Recovery and Resolution 

Directive creates an Eu-wide 

framework to provide bail-in and 

other tools for dealing with troubled 

banks.

Banking Union and BRRD
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Banking Union aims to address the “vicious circle between 
banks and sovereigns”, in which the solvency of banks 

and the individual sovereigns that stand behind them have become too interlinked. It does so by 
mutualising risk among participating countries and by moving responsibility for bank supervision 
and crisis management to the European level.

The EU institutions agreed on the final component of the Banking Union, the Single Resolution 
Mechanism (SRM), in March 2014 just before the end of the Parliamentary term. The SRM includes 
the Single Resolution Fund (SRF) and the Single Resolution Board (SRB), which will function ac-
cording to the regulation establishing the SRM. 

The BRRD includes rules to allocate losses to bank shareholders and creditors (“bail-in”) before 
external funds are used (including the SRF for banks in Member States participating in Banking 
Union), and the SRM provides the mechanism through which this is applied in the Banking Union area. 

The EU institutions also agreed in December 2013 to harmonise national deposit guarantee 
schemes at €100,000, and to make €55 billion available from the European Stability Mechanism 
as an emergency backstop to recapitalise failing banks if the SRF should prove insufficient.

In November 2014, the ECB took over bank supervision of the 130 or so largest Eurozone banks 
from national supervisors, according to the Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM) agreement of 
November 2013. 

To prepare for this role, the ECB carried out a round of bank stress tests and an asset quality 
review (AQR) of these banks. In parallel, EBA carried out an EU-wide assessment. The results of 
both these assessments were published on 26 October 2014, a week before the ECB assumed 
its new responsibilities. 

Work on the Level 2 implementation of BRRD - calibrating the bail-in rules - started in late 2014 and 
continued into 2015. The EBA consulted on the treatment of Minimum Requirement for Own Funds 
and Eligible Liabilities (MREL), which looks at how much bail-in-able debt a bank must have as 
well as giving an overview of European standards in relation to a similar proposal from the FSB 
on Total Loss Absorbency Capacity (TLAC).

1 January 2016
Bail-in applies and SRM  
should be fully operational

1 January 2015
Single Resolution Board (SRB) 
and national authorities  
start cooperating  
on bank resolution plans 

4 November 2014
ECB assumes responsibility  
for bank supervision  
under the SSM

29 october 2014
Finance Watch press release 
“Stress test and AQR results 
show need for binding  
leverage ratio”

26 october 2014
EBA and ECB publish stress test 
and AQR results

24 october 2014
Finance Watch webinar  
on stress test and AQR

8 october 2014
Finance Watch policy brief 
“Should precautionary 
recapitalisations make  
taxpayers nervous?”

20 March 2014
Political agreement among EU 
institutions on SRM

18 December 2013
Council and Eurogroup agree  
on use of ESM as backstop

4 November 2013
SSM enters into force

5 September 2013
Finance Watch report “Europe’s 
banking trilemma”

10 July 2013
Commission publishes proposal 
for SRM Regulation

12 September 2012
Commission publishes proposal 
for SSM Regulation

6 June 2012
Commission publishes proposal 
for BRRD Directive
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“There is no such thing 

as a perfect stress test. 

The current exercise is 

still based on a flawed 

“risk weighting” approach, 

which allows banks some 

discretion in how they 

mark assets... After a year 

of economic weakness, it 

is surprising that the total 

capital shortfall has been 

put at just €24bn.”

Financial times,  
editorial 27 October 2014

October 2014

Should “precautionary recapitalisations” 
make taxpayers nervous? 

By Paulina Przewoska, 
Senior Policy Analyst at Finance Watch

FINANCEWATCHPOLICYBRIEF

ECB stress tests - why taxpayers are still at 
risk and what can be done to protect them?

This policy note looks at what could happen if the ECB’s comprehensive 
assessment reveals capital shortfalls at banks that cannot then raise funds on 
the market. The EU’s State Aid and Resolution frameworks require shareholders 
and certain creditors to contribute to a “precautionary recapitalisation”. But both 
frameworks contain safety valves that allow public money to be used in some 
cases without shareholders’ and creditors’ participation to protect financial 
stability. This highlights the fragile nature of the European banking sector and 
one of its major causes: bank interconnectedness. The policy implications are to 
address the problem at source with measures including bank structure reform.

“ When a big bank fails, bail-in is never a soft option ... 
the temptation is always there for  

governments to reach for the chequebook. 

”
Andrew Haldane1

“Should precautionary 

recapitalisations make taxpayers 

nervous?” Policy Brief,  

8 October 2014
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Finance Watch welcomed the SRM agreement in a 
press release on 1 April but added that, to truly 
end the sovereign-bank feedback loop, the next 
Commission would also need to (1) tackle regulatory 
incentives that favour sovereign debt, and (2) the 
Parliament and Council should adopt the proposal 
for structural reform of bank activities to make bail-
in and bank resolution credible.

As the stress tests and AQR approached, 
Finance Watch published a 14  page policy 
brief on 8 October, “Should ‘precautionary 

recapitalisations’ make taxpayers nervous?”, 
warning that if banks that fail the tests cannot 
raise funds in the market, authorities could in some 
circumstances recapitalise them with public money. 
This shows the need for bank structure reform to 

reduce fragility and interconnectedness in the 
European banking sector.

Two days before the stress test and AQR results 
were published, our senior analyst on banks Paulina 
Przewoska hosted a webinar targeted at journalists, 
“EU Banks stress tests - why taxpayers are at risk?”, 
to explain how the assessment is meant to work and 
what to look out for in the results. 

On 29 October, after studying the results, we 
issued a press release with a more detailed critique 
of the assessment and calling for a binding leverage 
cap.

In December, we started work on consultation 
responses for MREL and TLAC as part of the 
implementation of bail-in rules. 

OUTCOMES

The stress test and AQR results detected a capital 
shortfall of €25 billion at 25 participant banks and 
asset value adjustment of €37 billion, implying an 
overall impact of €62 billion. This has encouraged 
some further bank recapitalisation. However, the 
outcome of the bank structure reform proposal 
remains uncertain (see page 20). The Basel Com-
mittee of Banking Supervisors said in January 
2015 that it would start to review the zero-weighting 
of sovereign debt, which is a positive step. Ultimate-
ly, the success of Banking Union will not be known 
until the next crisis. 

“The expected probability that 

systemically important banks will be 

bailed out remains high in all regions.”

iMF Global Financial Stability Report, April 2014

FINANCE WATCH’S VIEWPOINT 

Prevention is better than cure 

In order for Banking Union to address 

moral hazard - the situation where 

banks can take risks at the expense 

of others - it must establish a credible 

resolution mechanism that will see 

banks’ private creditors bear the 

costs of potential bank defaults. To 

achieve this, Banking Union needs a 

resolution mechanism that is credible, 

with a robust bail-in mechanism and 

adequately funded crisis management 

funds.

But if supervisors are ever faced with 

a large or systemic bank failure, they 

may prefer not to apply bail-in for 

fear that this could spread risk to the 

rest of the financial system due to 

the massive scale, complexity, and 

interconnectedness of banks. Having 

a resolution framework in place is 

therefore not enough; to be credible 

the framework also needs an ex 

ante, structural separation of banks’ 

commercial and investment banking 

activities to avoid the resolution 

mechanism becoming “jammed” just 

when it is most needed.

Reform incentives  
on sovereign debt 

The current regulatory preference 

for sovereign debt leads to “moral 

suasion”, a situation in which large 

banks hold undue influence over their 

governments through the purchase of 

their governments’ debt. To truly break 

the sovereign-bank loop, legislators 

must address the regulatory incentives 

that encourage banks to hold large 

amounts of sovereign debt. Technical 

measures to help achieve this include 

ending the zero risk-weighting of 

sovereign debt for capital requirement 

purposes, addressing the definition 

of High Quality Liquid Assets in the 

Liquidity Coverage Ratio, and the 

treatment of sovereign debt in the 

large exposures regime.

Stress test and AQR results  
highlight need for leverage ratio 

The ECB and EBA findings should 

help to clean bank balance sheets 

and boost investors’ confidence in 

banks but the assessment had some 

technical weaknesses:

•  the calculation of capital shortfalls 
was linked to risk-based capital 

requirements, a measure that proved 

nearly useless in predicting bank 

resilience in the 2008 financial crisis,

•  the “static” stress test assumption 
that balance sheets would not 

change during a period of stress 

ignores second round effects such 

as asset fire sales,

•  the decision not to apply new 
capital rules in full (“fully loaded 

CRD IV/CRR”) might undermine the 

transparency and comparability of 

results. 

There is still a lot to be done to refocus 

banks on the real economy and to deal 

with the system’s excessive leverage. 

To this end, the stress test and AQR 

weaknesses highlight the importance 

of introducing a binding leverage cap.

Why should citizens care? 

The financial crisis had a devastating 

impact on public finances, due 

in part to the links between 

banks and sovereigns and to the 

interconnectedness of large too-big-

to-fail banks. If Banking Union is to 

work in the future, it has to succeed 

in lowering the political and economic 

risks of taxpayers having to pay for 

bank bail-outs.
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Considered part of the shadow 

banking sector, Money Market Funds 

(MMFs) are mutual funds that invest 

mainly in short-term debt issued 

by banks, (local) governments 

or corporations. MMFs are often 

perceived by investors as a safe 

and more diversified alternative 

to bank deposits. However, a key 

difference with bank deposits is that 

their value fluctuates with that of 

their underlying investments, and 

that investors are not protected by 

deposit guarantee schemes.

unfortunately, problems in the 

shadow banking sector go far 

beyond MMFs only. Although, some 

other initiatives have been taken 

such as the Securities Financing 

transactions Regulation (see 

page 34), shadow banking continues 

largely unregulated, and continues  

to grow as tightened regulation 

creates incentives to move activities 

away from the regulated banking 

system.

Shadow Banking / MMFs
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A Money Market Fund (MMF) is a mutual fund that invests 
in short-term debt issued by banks, governments or cor-

porations. The instruments that the fund invests in include government treasury bills, commercial 
paper and certificates of deposit.

Money Market Funds also invest in certain types of securitized financial instruments, backed by 
company debt or trade receivables, subject to certain conditions on minimum credit and liquidity 
thresholds.

Two types of MMFs currently exist: those with a Constant Net Asset Value (CNAV), whose principal 
value is not supposed to fluctuate at any time, and those with a fluctuating Variable Net Asset 
Value (VNAV). CNAVs are liable to investor panic if the fund suffers significant losses, as happened 
during the crisis. CNAV MMFs can give the misleading impression that they are equivalent to bank 
deposits. However, big losses mean that constant asset value cannot be maintained, creating a 
cliff effect with detrimental psychological impact. To reduce this risk, the Commission proposed to 
introduce a buffer to absorb losses (at 3% of the fund’s value) at MMFs that use the CNAV system.

The Commission’s proposal aimed to ensure that MMFs can better withstand redemption pressure 
at times of market stress by enhancing their stability and strengthening investor protection. This 
is because MMFs are systemically relevant: almost 40% of short-term debt issued by the banking 
sector is held by MMFs, so a run on the sector could cause difficulties at banks and corporates alike.

Parliamentary work on the Commission’s 2013 MMF proposal ran into delays in early 2014 when 
ECON MEPs disagreed on how best to protect investors in CNAV funds (mandatory conversion to 
VNAV, redemption buffers or liquidity gates). No agreement was found before the elections and in 
autumn 2014 the new Parliament rapporteur decided to restart from scratch. In the Council, the 
Italian presidency presented a compromise text in November 2014 proposing, among other things, 
to relax the rules about which types of securitisations would be eligible for MMFs to invest in.

MMFs are one of five areas to be examined under the Financial Stability Board’s shadow banking 
work programme and the first to see a Commission legislative proposal, which seeks convergence 
with recommendations from the FSB and the European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB).

The Commission proposal follows its March 2012 Green Paper on Shadow Banking and a non-
legislative report on the Green Paper by the Parliament, adopted in November 2012.

29 April 2015
Parliament vote in Plenary 

26 February 2015
ECON vote 

January-February 2015
Compromise negotiations  
in ECON

12 January 2015
Amendments to draft report 
tabled in ECON committee 

27 November 2014
Italian presidency proposes  
a compromise text

26 November 2014
Draft report by Parliament 
rapporteur Neena Gill (S&D, UK)

13 october 2014
First exchange of views  
in new ECON Committee

May 2014
European Parliament elections

15 November 2013
ECON draft report by Saïd 
El Khadraoui (S&D, Belgium)

4 September 2013
Commission publishes  
proposal for Money Market 
Funds Regulation

20 November 2012
Parliament plenary adopts  
non-legislative report  
on shadow banking

19 october 2012
Finance Watch responds  
to Commission consultation  
on the future of UCITS,  
raising MMF issues

1 June 2012
Finance Watch responds  
to Commission consultation  
on shadow banking

19 March 2012
Commission Green Paper  
on shadow banking

27 october 2011
FSB report for G20  
on shadow banking
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Following failure to find a Parliament agreement in 
2014, we moved the focus of our shadow banking 
work to securitisation and published a detailed 
position on this in December (see under LTF). We 
continued to monitor the MMF file and responded to 
questions from MEPs in the new ECON Committee 
about our position.

OUTCOMES

At the time of writing, Member States still need 
to adopt their position, so that inter-institutional 
negotiations can start. We welcome Parliament’s 
proposal to ban sponsor support, but had also 
wanted much stronger restrictions on eligible assets, 
a stronger commitment to move away from CNAV 
over time and a ban on external ratings.

FINANCE WATCH’S VIEWPOINT 

The role that MMFs play in funding 

the banking system creates a strong 

risk of contagion in the event of a 

run on MMFs. We have suggested 

that MMFs be divided into short term 

MMFs, which would be restricted 

from investing in long-term assets 

and structured financial instruments, 

and longer term MMFs which would 

be free to invest in those assets but 

should be subject to redemption 

gates.

The Commission’s proposal included 

positive elements such as rules 

defining which assets MMFs can 

invest in (“eligible assets”) and a 

restriction on the provision of external 

support by a fund sponsor in times 

of stress. We supported the FSB’s 

proposal to ban CNAV but, as an 

alternative, we also supported the 

intention of the CNAV buffer, as it 

highlights the fact that MMFs are 

not deposits and that their assets 

are subject to price fluctuations. We 

prefer that “eligible investments” do 

not include securitised assets, as 

these increase the indirect exposure or 

leverage of MMFs.

Why should citizens care? 

With the collapse of Lehman Brothers 

in 2008, some MMF investors realized 

that they were exposed to major 

counterparty risks, for example if 

a bank whose debt the MMF had 

bought became unable to fulfil its 

commitments. Consumers and 

professional investors who buy MMFs 

should have appropriate protection 

from such risks.
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Securities financing is the lending 

of securities (stocks, bonds, asset-

backed securities) by one party to 

another against cash. there are 

different types of securities financing 

transactions, including securities 

loans, repurchase agreements and 

sell-buybacks, but the economics 

of the transaction are similar: this is 

a form of short-term lending using 

securities as collateral. in January 

2014, the European Commission 

proposed a Regulation to make 

SFts more transparent by giving 

supervisors a better understanding 

of the systemic risks of this practice.

Securities Financing  
Transactions (SFT)
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In August 2013, the FSB published a Policy Framework 
for Addressing Shadow Banking Risks in Securities Lend-

ing and Repos, with 11 recommendations on transparency, regulation and market structure. In 
January 2014, the European Commission proposed a Regulation on SFTs transposing four of the 
FSB’s recommendations on transparency. The FSB’s other recommendations (on cash collateral 
reinvestment, collateral valuation and management, central clearing and bankruptcy law) are not 
covered by the SFT proposal, and nor are five additional recommendations to restrict the use of 
SFTs that the FSB published in October 2014 (by restricting the re-use of collateral and setting 
minimum haircut floors for non-centrally cleared SFTs). 

The Commission’s proposal follows its 2012 Green paper and 2013 Communication on shadow 
banking and the Parliament’s 2012 own initiative report on shadow banking, among other things. 
It was published in January 2014 on the same day as the proposal for Bank Structure Reform. 

The proposed Regulation would require all SFTs to be reported to trade repositories, which should 
help supervisors to identify stability risks. It would require investment funds that use SFTs to inform 
their investors and potential investors about their SFT practices, which should improve market 
discipline as investors could better assess the risks and rewards being taken with their assets. 

Although the Parliament’s rapporteur initially agreed to include actual restrictions on SFT in the 
proposal, it was ultimately decided to leave this matter for a later date, following reassurances by 
the European Commission that it would consider implementation of the FSB’s October 2014 rec-
ommendations in the coming years.

Q2 2015
Inter-institutional  
negotiations start

24 March 2015
ECON approves SFT  
Regulation report

22 December 2014
ECON draft report  
by Renato Soru (S&D, Italy)

15 December 2014
Finance Watch position 
paper on long term financing, 
securitisation and securities 
financing

20 November 2014
Council adopts General 
Approach

19 November 2014
Finance Watch speaks at ECON 
Hearing on SFT Regulation

14 october 2014
FSB Regulatory framework  
for haircuts on non-centrally 
cleared SFTs

29 January 2014
Commission proposal

29 August 2013
FSB Policy Framework  
for Addressing Shadow  
Banking Risks in Securities 
Lending and Repos
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LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY

December 2014

A missed opportunity to 
revive “boring” finance?

A position paper on the long term financing initiative,  

good securitisation and securities financing

Position paper “A missed opportunity 

to revive ‘boring’ finance?”
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ACTIONS OF  
FINANCE WATCH

In November, we spoke at a Parliament hearing 
on the SFT Regulation, where we urged MEPs to 
include in the SFT Regulation the FSB’s October 
2014 recommendations restricting the re-use of 
collateral and introducing mandatory haircuts.

In December, we published a position paper 
on long term financing, securit isation and 
securities financing, “A missed opportunity to 

revive “boring” finance?”, which included a 
detailed annex on collateral. This sets out our 
views and recommendations on the systemic 
implications of increased collateral usage, an 
inevitable consequence of the CMU proposals to 
revive securitisation and promote cross-border 
collateral usage. The paper provided the basis for a 
discussion panel on collateral use in our February 
2015 conference (see events page).

OUTCOMES

Of the FSB’s various recommendations on securities 
lending and repos, only those on transparency 
and reporting to supervisors are included in the 
SFT Regulation as currently being negotiated 
in trialogues. The Commission has committed 
itself to reviewing within 18 months the inclusion 
of restrictions on SFT, and in the meantime 
Parliament’s rapporteur has agreed to withdraw 
his amendments inserting the FSB’s October 

2014 recommendations in the existing proposal.

FINANCE WATCH’S VIEWPOINT 

Although we want to move beyond 

transparency, the rules on improved 

transparency and reporting of SFTs 

are welcome. Better disclosure around 

SFTs should ensure a fairer split of 

risks and rewards between fund 

managers and investors, while the 

rules on rehypothecation (for example 

where a bank receives securities from 

a hedge fund as collateral for a loan 

and then uses the securities to borrow 

money itself) should give added 

protection and certainty to investors. 

However, this is only part of the 

solution for tackling the systemic risks 

linked to SFTs. The increasing use of 

collateral in general raises concerns 

about systemic leverage and pro-

cyclicality that need addressing in 

other ways. For example, minimum 

haircut floors on all securities 

transactions and capping the re-use 

of collateral would help to restrain 

excessive use, along with other 

prudential and fiscal incentives.

The current promotion of non-bank 

lending via Capital Markets Union 

(CMU, see page 23) will lead to a more 

collateral-intensive financial system, 

since the revival of securitisation 

will create more high quality liquid 

securities that can be used as 

collateral. The CMU is therefore likely 

to promote a further growth of SFTs. 

This makes it all the more urgent to 

address the negative externalities 

and systemic concerns related to this 

practice. 

Why should citizens care? 

In addition to the transparency 

problems linked to SFTs, these 

transactions are also relevant from 

a systemic risk perspective. SFTs 

create chains of collateral between 

financial entities that increase 

interconnectedness and the risk of 

domino effects.

SFTs are also responsible for 

additional pro-cyclicality through the 

fluctuations of haircuts, eligible pools 

of collateral, and the number of times 

a security is re-used. The higher pro-

cyclicality of non-bank lending raises a 

moral hazard question since it means 

you need an entity that will buy when 

everyone wants to sell yet shadow 

banking does not have explicit 

and direct access to public safety 

nets and the crisis has shown the 

ineffectiveness of private backstops. 

This means that we must choose 

between extending access to public 

safety nets to shadow banking which 

would increase moral hazard, and 

shrinking the size of shadow banking 

(and not promoting it).

While SFT is low risk for the parties 

in the transaction, it creates negative 

externalities: raising haircuts might 

lead to one entity being forced to 

sell its assets, leading to a decline in 

the price of similar securities held by 

other institutions. In turn, this might 

force other institutions to sell assets, 

creating a downward price spiral.

The crisis has shown that securities 

financing is a very fragile and unstable 

form of funding. Yet, Europe’s large 

banks rely extensively on this form of 

funding (61%), creating fragile funding 

structures.
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the European union and the united 

States started negotiations for a 

“transatlantic trade and investment 

Partnership” (ttiP) in 2013.

TTIP
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At the November 2011 EU-US Summit, leaders established a High-Level 
Working Group on Jobs and Growth, led by US Trade Representative Ron 

Kirk and EU Trade Commissioner Karel De Gucht. The group’s final report, published on 13 February 
2013, recommended launching the free trade agreement negotiations. EU Member States gave 
the Commission a mandate on 14 June 2013 to begin trade talks with the US. The negotiation 
includes three chapters: market access (about market liberalisation), regulatory cooperation, and 
investor protection mechanisms. As far as financial services are concerned, the US and the EU 
have divergent views: while both agree on the need to include financial services in the agree-
ment, the US opposes the EC push for a cooperation mechanism on financial regulation to be 
included in the TTIP. 

The European Parliament, which must ratify but cannot amend any agreement, held a public 
hearing in the Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee on 18 March 2015 and is now working 
on an own-initiative report, which is expected in mid-2015.

As negotiations continued through 2013 and 2014, public awareness and concern about TTIP 
grew increasingly vocal, giving rise to many initiatives such as petitions and demonstrations 
around Europe and in Brussels. 

Plans for an Investor-State Dispute Settlements mechanism (ISDS) in particular raised massive 
opposition. The European Commission’s consultation on ISDS in mid-2014 drew responses from 
450 organisations (including Finance Watch), individual replies from more than 3,000 citizens and 
145,000 responses from citizens using on-line platforms. 

Stakeholder events organised by the European Commission also showed how polarised the debate 
over TTIP is, with civil society groups - including consumer groups, NGOs, trade unions and many 
others – largely opposing the TTIP, while large businesses are generally supportive. 

Once negotiators agree on a final text, it must be endorsed unanimously by member states and 
in majority by the European Parliament.

2016 (European Commission 
estimate)
Ratification by member states, 
European Parliament and 
potentially some national 
parliaments

End of 2015 (European 
Commission estimate)
Agreement

20-24 April 2015
9th Negotiation round  
in New York

14-15 April 2015 
Strategic meeting of civil society 
organisations on Regulatory 
Cooperation in TTIP 

2-6 February 2015
8th Negotiation round  
in Brussels 

2-3 February 2015
Civil society strategic meeting  
in Brussels 

10 october 2014
Finance Watch publishes 
“Understanding Finance #2 - 
Financial services in TTIP?”

29 Sep- 3 october 2014
7th Negotiation round in 
Washington DC 

1 october 2014
Finance Watch signs open letter 
from more than 50 European and 
US civil society organisations 
warning against TTIP 
undermining financial regulations

29 September 2014
Finance Watch signs open letter 
from 33 European civil society 
organisations calling  

for regulatory cooperation  
to be removed from TTIP

14-18 July 2014
6th Negotiation round in Brussels

13 July 2014
Finance Watch (and c.150,000 
others) respond to Commission 
consultation on Investor-State 
Dispute Settlements

19-23 May 2014
5th Negotiation round in 
Arlington, virginia

19 May 2014
Finance Watch signs open 
letter from 250 civil society 
organisations calling for more 
transparency in the negotiation

27 March 2014
Commission launches public 
consultation on ISDS

18 March 2014
Finance Watch speaks  
at ECON hearing on TTIP  
and financial services

10-14 March 2014
4th Negotiation round in 
Washington DC

12 March 2014
Finance Watch speaks at 
Commission stakeholder event

14 June 2013
Negotiation mandate from 
member states to the 
Commission

April 2013
Finance Watch meets 
Commission officials on ISDS
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“There is no proven case 

for including financial 

services in the TTIP. In 

fact, we are concerned 

that the EU’s approach to 

regulatory cooperation will 

encourage convergence 

towards the lowest 

common standards, not  

the highest.”

“Understanding Finance #2 - 

Financial services in TTIP?” 

Finance Watch, October 2014

ACTIVITY
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ACTIONS OF  
FINANCE WATCH

Finance Watch spoke at the Commission’s 4th 
Round stakeholder event on 12 March 2014 about 
services, investment and public procurement, and 
at a public hearing at the Parliament’s ECON 
Committee on 18 March 2014. At the ECON 
hearing, we commented on regulatory convergence, 
supervision and transparency, and warned of a “race 
to the bottom” caused by regulatory convergence 
and a “regulatory chill” if governments act to avoid 
the threat of sanctions under the ISDS. At EU level, 
this has been used as an argument against tough 
rules in legislation such as MiFID II.

Finance Watch Members formed a new Working 
Group on TTIP in January 2014, which met 
several times during the year to share information 
and set up activities aimed at raising awareness on 
finance-specific issues in TTIP.

Finance Watch signed open letters during the year 
on transparency, regulatory cooperation, and finan-
cial Services and the TTIP.

In July 2014, we responded to the Commission’s 
publ ic consultat ion in ISDS, opposing the 
introduction of ISDS into TTIP in all its modalities. 
We responded and supported our members in 
encouraging the general public to respond to the 
consultation.

We also published a 16-page mult imedia, 
educational unit on TTIP on 10 October 2014, 
which was published in German, French and English 
to help explain to the public why we oppose the 
inclusion of financial services in TTIP.

OUTCOMES

The call from the European Commission to include 
financial services in the regulatory cooperation 
chapter of TTIP is not formally on the table of the 
TTIP negotiations, because the US opposes it. Fi-
nancial services, however, remain covered by the 
crucial parts of the agreement. 

After the strong response to its consultation on 
ISDS, the Commission stopped negotiating on ISDS 
pending a further consultation with EU stakeholders, 
Member States and the Parliament in early 2015. 
The negotiating directives do create a possibility 
for member states to reject ISDS in the final phase 
of the negotiations in case certain conditions are 
not met.

FINANCE WATCH’S VIEWPOINT 

TTIP aims to move beyond a classic 

free trade agreement to a regulatory 

cooperation “partnership” while 

removing “unnecessary barriers to 

trade”. Finance Watch’s view is that it 

is precisely the excessive deregulation 

of finance that led to the crisis, and 

that the post-crisis regulatory agenda 

is far from being closed, with several 

crucial pieces of regulation still needed 

to protect citizens from future financial 

crises. 

The main argument in favour of 

including financial services in TTIP is 

that it could help to make financial 

regulation on both sides of the Atlantic 

converge. However, using a free trade 

agreement to achieve this goal risks 

a regulatory “race-to-the-bottom” 

(convergence towards a lower level of 

regulation) while putting public interest 

behind trade objectives, which might 

lead to increased contagion risks in 

case of financial crisis or undermine 

consumer protection. Regulatory 

convergence tends to benefit private 

interests while the benefits for 

citizens are less certain. In any case, 

international regulatory convergence is 

best achieved in multilateral forums. 

Doubts have also been raised about 

the true economic value of claimed 

TTIP benefits as a whole, and about 

its probable harmful effects on the 

democratic process, as it would take 

regulation further away from the public 

debate.

Finance Watch wants financial 

services in their entirety to be removed 

from the TTIP. More specifically, 

we call for (1) a moratorium on the 

liberalization of financial services, (2) 

regulatory cooperation to be handled 

outside of TTIP, and (3) a removal of 

ISDS provisions.

Why should citizens care? 

Trade negotiations are not easily 

accessible to citizens and dispute 

mechanisms can be used by 

businesses to attack rules that they 

do not like, including those designed 

to protect consumers and taxpayers. 

It is important that legislators have the 

freedom to put the public interest first 

and to regulate the financial system 

effectively.

The ISDS mechanism would 

allow companies to sue national 

governments that adopt rules that 

are considered as a threat to the 

profitability of investments. While this 

is a standard feature in many trade 

agreements, its inclusion in TTIP could 

undermine European and national 

rules that are needed to protect 

citizens and taxpayers, in particular in 

financial services.
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Change of institutions

Europe went to the polls in May 

2014 to elect a new European 

Parliament. the 8th European 

Parliament was formed in June and 

its Committees reconstituted with 

a record turnover, leading to many 

new MEPs and only a few familiar 

faces in ECoN, the most relevant 

Committee for Finance watch. 

the new Commission took office 

on 1 November, following a series 

of intensive hearings including 

two appearances in the European 

Parliament of Jonathan Hill, the 

Commissioner for Financial Stability, 

Financial Services and Capital 

Markets union.
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The election – In the Parliament, the election results left the Group of 
the European People’s Party (EPP) as the largest group. More impor-

tantly, the new Parliament makeup represents the “Grand Coalition” at European level, meaning 
most agreements must be endorsed by both EPP and Socialists & Democrats (S&D) to stand a 
fair chance of surviving. Very few alternative majorities (“opposition”) are possible compared to 
the previous Parliament, where S&D-ALDE-Green agreements could heavily influence outcomes. 

The new chair of the Parliament’s ECON Committee, which handles the majority of financial regula-
tion matters, is Roberto Gualtieri MEP (Italy, S&D), who was a keynote speaker at our 5 November 
2014 event, “What finance for what growth?”.

Leadership – The Presidents of the European Parliament and the European Council are each 
elected by their institution for a term of two and a half years (half a Parliamentary term). In 2014, 
the sitting EP President Martin Schulz, the German MEP and chair of the S&D Group, was excep-
tionally re-elected for a second term. Polish Prime Minister Donald Tusk was elected by Member 
States as the new Council President as of 1 December 2014. 

In an attempt to increase interest for the Parliament elections and improve voter turnout, politi-
cal groups in the European Parliament put forward “Spitzenkandidaten”, each nominating their 
preferred Commission President. As the EPP won the elections, former Luxembourg Prime Min-
ister Jean-Claude Juncker was put forward as Commission President at the 27 June European 
Council. The Parliament confirmed his mandate and Juncker started assembling his College of 
Commissioners on 15 July, for a planned start on 1 November 2014.

Juncker’s Commission – President Juncker arranged his new College of Commissioners into 
teams, with 20 Commissioners reporting to one or more of six Vice-Presidents, plus the High 
Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security (Federica Mogherini of Italy). Of the 28 in the 
College, six have relevance for Finance Watch’s work:

Jonathan Hill of the UK is the new Commissioner in the Directorate General for Financial Sta-
bility, Financial Services and Capital Markets Union, or “DG FISMA” (roughly half of the former 
DG Internal Markets and Services, or DG MARKT). Commissioner Hill is responsible for financial 
services legislation and reports to Valdis Dombrovskis of Latvia (Vice-President for the Euro 
and Social Dialogue) and Jyrki Katainen of Finland (Vice-President for Jobs, Growth, Investment 
and Competitiveness).

Pierre Moscovici of France (Commissioner for Economic and Financial Affairs, Taxation and 
Customs) and the Czech Republic’s Vӗra Jourová (Commissioner for Justice, Consumers and 
Gender Equality) handle macro-economic and consumer issues respectively. Moscovici reports 
to Dombrovskis and Katainen, while Jourová reports to Timmermans, Dombrovskis and Andrus 

Ansip, Commissioner for the Digital Single Market.

Frans Timmermans, a Dutch labour politician and former foreign minister, is the First Vice-
President with a brief to reduce unnecessary regulation, partly to address rising Euroscepticism. 
In that role, he has the power to veto Commission proposals if the topic could be better addressed 
with national legislation (see Better Regulation).

1 December
New President of the European 
Council Donald Tusk takes office

1 November
New European Commission 
takes office

24 october
Finance Watch publishes open 
letter to former Commissioner 
Barnier

22 october
Parliament approves College of 
Commissioners

7 october
Additional ECON Committee 
hearing of Jonathan Hill

5 october
Jonathan Hill responds to ECON 
supplementary questionnaire

3 october
Finance Watch publishes model 
answers to ECON supplementary 
questionnaire for Hill

1 october
ECON Committee hearing of 
Jonathan Hill 

15 July
EP elects Juncker as 
Commission President
26 September
Commissioners-designate 
respond to written questions

1 July
1st plenary session of the new 
Parliament in Strasbourg, Schulz 
re-elected EP President

27 June
Council nominates Juncker for 
Commission president

22-25 May
European Parliament elections

8 May
Election debate in The Hague on 
financial regulation organised by 
Finance Watch and Members 

6 May
Finance Watch public hustings 
event in Paris
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1 
Commissioner Jonathan Hill.
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FINANCE WATCH’S ACTIONS AND VIEWPOINT

In the Parliament’s round of hearings 

for Commissioners-designate, 

Jonathan Hill, the most relevant 

Commissioner-designate for Finance 

Watch, was requested to return to 

the ECON Committee for a second, 

shorter, hearing and answer a second 

policy-specific questionnaire.

We used the exceptional opportunity 

of two hearings to urge MEPs to put 

forward our points when challenging 

the future Commissioner, and even 

published our own set of “model 

answers” to the supplementary 

questionnaire to show MEPs the kind 

of answers we were hoping to see. 

In his two sets of answers, 

Commissioner-designate Hill raised 

several relevant points for Finance 

Watch. He mentioned plans to revive 

securitisation and promote more 

cross-border collateral use (see 

Securities Financing Transactions, 

page 34). He was cautious about 

his predecessor’s proposal on bank 

structure reform (BSR), saying that 

resolution and total loss-absorbing 

capital (TLAC) measures may not 

be enough to deal with “residual 

risk” or eliminate the too-big-to-fail 

subsidy at some banks with large 

trading operations, but that a lot 

would depend on BSR’s political 

progress. On the task of consolidating 

previous regulation (whether there 

would be a “regulatory pause”), he 

talked about horizontal coherence and 

addressing regulatory overlaps, and 

made some positive comments about 

consumer protection. 

The renewal of the EU’s institutions 

took place amid rising euro-scepticism 

in the elections, concerns about the 

economy and a recent period of high 

regulatory activity. Industry lobbyists 

used these trends to justify lighter 

regulation or even deregulation at 

the European level, potentially at the 

expense of public interest. 

Financial industry lobbyists have 

sought to frame the issue as if there 

were a trade-off between regulation 

and the EU’s growth and jobs agenda. 

However, there is a strong consensus 

in financial services that good rules 

are a prerequisite for healthy markets 

that benefit consumers and citizens. 

thinking about regulation and 
growth as a “trade-off” is therefore 
counterproductive and risks hurting 
citizens through under-regulation. 

In an open letter to thank outgoing 

Commissioner Michel Barnier in his 

last week in October, we warned 

against moving towards deregulation, 

as Europe has still not recovered 

from the worst crisis in a century, 

and we highlighted the need for 

the new Commission to focus on 

the effectiveness of regulation 

and to avoid industry pressure for 

deregulation. 

Another familiar lobby claim, that 

financial regulation is costly for 

society, was effectively debunked 

by the outgoing Commission. An 

official study, “Economic review of the 

financial regulation agenda” published 

just ahead of the election in May, 

contained an aggregated economic 

analysis of the 40-odd legislative 

initiatives initiated since 2009 and 

concluded that the total benefits of 

the financial regulation agenda are 

expected to significantly outweigh 

the costs (see impact assessments 

on page 29). The financial industry 

and its lobby had been calling for a 

“cumulative impact assessment of 

financial regulation” for some years in 

an attempt to freeze any further reform 

initiatives. But the headline findings of 

this study should make such lobbying 

less likely to succeed.

Donald Tusk

European Council President

Roberto Gualtieri 
MEP

ECON chair

Martin Schulz 
MEP

European Parliament President

Jean-Claude 
Juncker

Commission President 

“Many of the costs of the reforms are private 

costs to financial intermediaries that arise in the 

transition to a more stable financial system and are 

offset by wider economic and societal benefits.

European Commission,  
“Economic review of the financial regulation agenda”, May 2014
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Other interventions

CHANGE FINANCE! 
CAMPAIGN AND 

CITIZENS’ DASHBOARD*

On 15 September 2013, five years after 

the collapse of Lehman Brothers, Finance 

Watch launched its Change Finance! 

Campaign. The campaign’s central mes-

sage is that, despite the good intentions 

of policymakers and the many regulations 

and policies adopted since the crisis, little 

has fundamentally changed in the financial 

sector. 

The Citizens’ Dashboard was one of the 

recommendations that emerged from the 

campaign. The Dashboard will gather vari-

ous indicators to answer the question: 

is finance serving society? The trends 

revealed by the indicators should help 

to measure the real impact of regulation 

adopted since the crisis.

Work on the Dashboard began in early 

2014 when Finance Watch staff, Mem-

bers and other civil society representatives 

started exchanging ideas for possible in-

dicators. A first version of the Dashboard 

was developed at a full day workshop 

with those stakeholders in Brussels on 

26 June. Their first task was to catalogue 

the impacts of finance on society, good 

and bad, and then identify society’s finan-

cial needs and possible indicators that 

would show if these needs are being met. 

The next step in the plan is to develop 

the Dashboard into a campaigning and 

information tool for civil society, and work 

on a blueprint for the Dashboard contin-

ues in 2015.

CORPORATE 
GOVERNANCE

In April 2014, the Commission presented 

a proposal to revise the Shareholder 

Rights Directive to tackle certain cor-

porate governance shortcomings in 

European listed companies, as well as 

a proposal for a Directive to make it 

easier to set up companies with a single 

shareholder across the EU; and a Com-

mission Recommendation to improve 

corporate governance reporting by listed 

companies.

This follows a Commission consulta-

tion the year before on a review of the 

Shareholder Rights Directive. Finance 

Watch and some of its Members had 

responded to that consultation, calling 

for better alignment of voting rights and 

long-term shareholder interests; disclo-

sure of economic, social and governance 

objectives; and improved fiduciary duty.

Later in 2014, we started work on a 

response to the BCBS consultation on re-

vised guidelines on corporate governance 

for banks, which was submitted in early 

2015. Our recommendations included lim-

iting banks’ reliance on internal models to 

help banks better manage their risk, tak-

ing better account of externalities such as 

individual banks’ contribution to systemic 

risk, encouraging longer term corporate 

strategies, and structural reforms to avoid 

adverse governance incentives in large 

universal banks.

COUNTRY-BY-COUNTRY 
REPORTING AND 

CORPORATE TAXATION

In May 2013, the Parliament published a 

non-legislative report “Fight against Tax 

Fraud, Tax Evasion and Tax Havens” 

recommending that country-by-country 

reporting should apply to cross-border 

companies in all sectors. Currently, it is 

mandatory only for banks and large ex-

tractive and logging companies. Finance 

Watch and some of its Member organi-

sations had contributed to Parliament’s 

report, arguing that country-by-country 

reporting would help to reduce the use 

of transfer pricing and other techniques 

used to avoid paying taxes.

As required by CRD Iv, a Commission 

study published in October 2014 re-

ported that the country-by-country 

reporting requirement for banks would 

have positive effects on the economy 

and it opened a public consultation on 

its proposal to implement this requirement 

as planned. Finance Watch joined 34 civil 

society organisations in making a joint 

response. The response describes the 

limited impact that country-by-country 

reporting would have on competitiveness, 

investments, financial stability or com-

mercial confidentiality and highlighted the 

benefits it would have for democracy, tax 

administration and public trust.

On 18 March 2015, the new Commission 

announced a package of tax transpar-

ency measures including a commitment 

to assess possible new transparency re-

quirements for multinationals in all sectors. 

It promised to present an Action Plan on 

corporate taxation before summer 2015.

EUROPE 2020

“Europe 2020” is a ten-year jobs and 

growth strategy through which the EU 

hopes to deliver smart, sustainable and 

inclusive growth. It was launched in 

2010 and aims by 2020 to reach cer-

tain targets in employment, R&D, climate/

energy, education, social inclusion and 

poverty reduction.

As the mid-point approached in 2014, the 

Commission held a public consultation 

and stocktaking exercise. Finance Watch 

responded to the consultation arguing 

that the 2020 goals should integrate fi-

nance, which underpins the other goals. 

Our submission cited evidence that the 

financial sector is not yet fit for purpose 

and that regulatory progress does not yet 

address the major risks and misallocation 

of resources in the EU financial sector. 

The Commission will present proposals 

for a review of its Europe 2020 strategy 

before the end of 2015.
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INTEGRATION OF ESG 
AND RESPONSIBLE 

INVESTMENT 
PRINCIPLES IN LONG 
TERM INVESTMENT 

DECISIONS*

In May 2014, Finance Watch held a sym-

posium in London for experts from the 

financial industry, academia and civil soci-

ety to brainstorm policy ideas on socially 

responsible investment. The discussion 

looked at how to define and measure 

the non-financial impact of responsible 

investment to reinforce its credibility, and 

how to convince an even larger pool of 

investors and asset managers to adopt 

SRI. It resulted in a report with more than 

40 recommendations, including:

•  Require fund managers to act on their 
clients’ ESG preferences

•  Educate the investing public, help them 
to put pressure on their fund managers

•  Legal definition for funds that want to 
label themselves “sustainable”

•  Adopt common ESG indicators and 
mandate ESG impact disclosure to 

allow comparability

The event was followed with a report 

summarising the recommendations and a 

further, more detailed report to the French 

public bank, Caisse des Dépôts, on the 

same issues.

STAKEHOLDER 
CONSULTATIONS

The European Commission routinely 

consults with stakeholders when mak-

ing policy, as well as conducting impact 

assessments, evaluations, fitness checks 

and seeking expertise. In 2012, the Com-

mission reviewed the process under 

which its stakeholder consultations are 

carried out and followed up with a pub-

lic consultation in 2014. Finance Watch 

responded to this and a simultaneous 

consultation on Impact Assessments (see 

“Better Regulation”).

As a stakeholder and frequent respondent 

to Commission consultations, Finance 

Watch argued that consultations could 

be improved in several ways, includ-

ing: by identifying the actual interests 

being represented rather than just the 

profile (eg when academics are paid to 

represent a certain view), by encourag-

ing more respondents from outside the 

(financial) industry, clarifying how the 

results affect legislative drafting, and 

improving the visibility of the stakeholder 

consultation process. The Commission is 

expected to publish an updated version 

of its Stakeholder Consultation guidelines 

in 2015 as part of the Better Regulation 

work stream.

BANK CAPITAL 
REQUIREMENTS AND 
BASEL COMMITTEE 

WORK*

The Capital Requirements Regulation 

and Capital Requirements Directive Iv 

(CRD Iv), which implements the Basel 

III agreement on bank capital standards 

in the EU, became effective at the start 

of 2014. Finance Watch participated in 

some of the follow up work in 2014 (see 

country-by-country reporting, opposite) 

and will work in future on the most sig-

nificant outstanding item, bank leverage. 

The Commission has until the end of 

2016 to report on a possible legisla-

tive proposal to introduce a leverage 

cap. Meanwhile, in January 2014, 

the Basel Committee on Banking Su-

pervision published its leverage ratio 

framework together with the public 

disclosure requirements that apply in 

the EU and elsewhere from 1 January 

2015. The Basel leverage ratio frame-

work includes a more lenient treatment 

of derivatives, which we assessed as a 

missed opportunity to reduce systemic 

risk, in the grounds that the usefulness 

of the leverage ratio to regulators and 

investors depends on its simplicity and 

inclusiveness. 

In October 2013, the Basel Committee 

issued a major discussion paper entitled 

“The regulatory framework: balancing risk 

sensitivity, simplicity and comparability” 

that recognized the need to simplify the 

regulatory framework and the importance 

of simpler, more robust metrics (“The 

pursuit of increased risk sensitivity has 

considerably increased the complexity 

of the capital adequacy framework in 

some areas – particularly the calculation 

methodology for risk-weighted assets”, 

was one of the report’s conclusions). We 

strongly hope that this paper will sow the 

seeds of a future bank prudential frame-

work that will be simpler, more resilient 

and less prone to manipulation.

Also in relation to bank capital, we used 

our response to the BCBS consultation 

on corporate governance principles for 

banks (see opposite) to highlight the need 

for greater consistency and soundness 

of risk weights calculated using internal 

models, which are vulnerable to incorrect 

assumptions.

RISING COSTS 
OF FINANCIAL 

INTERMEDIATION

Finance Watch sponsored a research 

project by the Paris-based Institut des 

Politiques Publiques into the unit cost of 

financial intermediation in the EU, which 

has increased since the 1990s with the 

growth of market-based finance. 

The study, published on 18 June 2014, 

finds that, while the financial sector’s 

share of GDP has tripled since 1951, 

finance has also become more expen-

sive on a cost-per-unit basis since the 

1970s (comparing financial sector income 

with the volume of financial services 

produced). 

The rises since 1990 cannot be explained 

by changes in nominal interest rates. The 

study’s author notes that this period coin-

cides with the era of financial deregulation 

and produces evidence to link the cost 

increase with the development of securiti-

sation. The study replicates a well-known 

study carried out in the US by Thomas 

Philippon.

* Topics mandated for 2014 by the General Assembly 27 November 2013
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Financial Report

Finance Watch’s long-term fundraising strategy is to have diversified, stable, sustainable 

and independent funding from a balance of institutional sources (charitable foundations 

and public grants), as well as donations from the general public, membership fees and other 

income. We also aim to strengthen our cash flow and seasonal working capital situations.

Resources and expenses 1 January to 31 December 2014

Membership fees

Event co-funding

3rd party-funded research projects
Donors and foundations

EU grant

0.7%
2.4%

54.7%

32.3%

10%

RESOURCES
2014

(in Euro)

Membership fees 43,560

Donors and foundations 1,598,107

Adessium Foundation 408,149

Fondation pour le progrès de l'Homme 50,000

Donations by private individuals 38,168

Better Markets 97,100

EU grant 1,004,690

Event co-funding 12,627

Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung 11,867

Conference registrations 760

3rd party-funded research projects 183,490

Open Society Initiative for Europe 141,824

Caisse des Dépôts 41,666

total Resources 1,837,789

AUDITED RESOURCES IN 2014
Total resources for 2014 were €1,837,789, 

or 3% lower than the €1,897,506 in the 

previous year. The main reasons for this 

are decreases in the EU grant (- €162,214) 

and in conference registrations and event 

co-funding (- €55,938), partially offset by 

an increase in third-party funded research 

projects (+ €152,657).

Finance Watch’s largest source of fund-

ing, the EU grant, represented 54.7% of 

resources in 2014. Funding from private 

donors and foundations, including 3rd 

party funded research projects, rep-

resented 42.3% of resources, up from 

32.5% the previous year. 

In 2014, we started a new collaboration 

with Open Society Initiative for Europe, 

one of the Open Society Foundations, 

which seeks to empower Europeans and 

their civil society organizations to rein-

force and, where necessary, reclaim their 

central role in European democracies.

“We need lobbyists as 

representatives for all 

groups in our society, 

including the “other 

99%”… We need somehow 

to encourage lobbying 

activities on behalf of 

underserved groups. 

And subsidizing public 

interest groups on behalf 

of the currently voiceless 

is a good cause for 

philanthropists, as many  

of them already know.” 

Robert J. Schiller,  
Professor of Economics  

at Yale University, “Finance and  

the Good Society”, 2012
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In 2015, a new fundraising strategy is being designed and implemented under the leadership 

of Benoît Lallemand, former co-head of Policy Analysis and Acting Secretary General (from 

April to December 2014) and new head of Strategic Development.

(in Euro)

Rent and associated expenses 149,163

information services 39,582

Counsel and external services (translation, 

lawyer, accountant, auditor, IT support…)

77,425

Communications (agencies, videos, web upgrade, 

social media, print, PR, fund-raising)

101,089

Meetings, events, seminars 63,284

External expertise (incl. Institut des Politiques 

Publiques)

72,061

transport and travel 55,979

Salaries and contributions 1,148,665

other staff costs (pensions and insurance) 65,766

Equipment and supplies (subject to depreciation) 16,524

Financial expenses (including vAT) 6,646

other expenses 4,081

total Expenses 1,800,276

AUDITED EXPENSES IN 2014
Total expenses for 2014 were €1,800,276, 

or 8% below the €1,957,829 in the previ-

ous year. The main reasons for this are 

decreases in staff costs (- €50,538), in 

rent (- €33,043), and in meetings, events 

and seminars (- €52,641).

The largest expense remained staff costs, 

which accounted for 67.5% of the total 

(including pensions and insurance), up 

from 64.6% in the previous year. This 

reflects the fact that Finance Watch’s 

main asset is the expertise and knowl-

edge of its staff. Rent and associated 

costs were 18% lower than the previous 

year (€182,206 in 2013) as a result of 

the move to self-managed offices. The 

2014 figure includes a one-off invest-

ment (included in the Equipment item) 

in furniture and other office supplies. The 

fall in expenditure on events, 45% lower 

than the previous year (€115,924 in 2013), 

reflects the choice of formats for events 

organised in 2014. Expenditure on exter-

nal expertise, representing 4% of total 

expenditure, includes the final payment 

under a two-year research programme 

on the cost of financial intermediation 

commissioned from the “Institut des Poli-

tiques Publiques” in Paris (€27,011, about 

a third of the total for this item). The rest 

relates to consultancy expenses incurred 

by the policy analysis team in support of 

its core work programme.

3.7%

0.9%

0.4%

0.2%

8.3% 2.2% 3.5%

4.0%

5.6%

4.3%

63.8%

3.1%

Rent and associated expenses

Communications

Meetings, events, seminars

External expertise

Transport and travel

Salaries and contributions

Other staff costs

Equipment and supplies

Financial expenses

Other expenses

Information services

Counsel and external services

EXPENSES
2014
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Public affairs

European 

and national 

parliaments

Member state 

officials and 

politicians

European 

Commission, 

ESAs, FSB

Industry  

meetings

Others 

(students, 

academics, 

NGOs) Total

Markets and asset 

management (MiFID, 

CMU, LTF, MMF,  

Shadow Banking)

18 1 5 18 2 44

Banking (bank structure, 

Banking Union, BRRD, 

CRD Iv)

21 2 11 6 1 41

Retail and consumer 

issues (PRIIPs)
4 1 2 1 2 10

Change Finance! 

Campaign
15 2 1 18

Other (lobbying, Better 

Regulation, TTIP)
5 5 2 1 5 18

total 63 9 20 28 11 131

Note: The table above includes formal meetings between Finance Watch staff and policymakers or financial industry representatives. It does not include informal exchanges and ad-hoc 
encounters, or meetings between Finance Watch staff and Finance Watch Members.

Overview

The European election year 2014 saw the arrival of a new European Parliament, College of Commissioners and Council President. 

The focus of our public affairs work in the first part of the year was on completing dossiers before the pre-election deadlines, and 

in the second part of the year on establishing relations with incoming MEPs, new Commissioners and influencing the new political 

environment.

Summary of meetings 

The public affairs team attended 131 meetings with policymakers and other stakeholders in 2014 (compared to 194 in 2013, and 

143 in 2011-2012):

Finance Watch staff participated as speakers in numerous conferences, debates, round tables and other external events in 2014 in 

Europe. 

Participating in external events is a core part of Finance Watch’s mission and our policy is to accept speaking invitations for events 

that are relevant and useful to our work, provided we have sufficient resources available to prepare and attend. Staff also participate 

as delegates in many other events.

“We need Finance Watch to bring together a range of groups’ interests in 

financial regulation. We need your input to the Commission’s work and I know 

how much my colleagues have appreciated your contribution to our many 

initiatives, expert groups and consultations over the last few years.”

Jonathan Hill, European Commissioner for Financial Stability, Financial Services and Capital Markets 

Union, February 2015
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Finance Watch made 17 technical interventions in 2014 (compared to 22 in 2013), 

including six consultations (six in 2013), five reports and policy briefs (seven in 2013), 

two hearings in parliaments (nine in 2013), three open letters and a cartoon.

December 2014

A missed opportunity to 
revive “boring” finance?

A position paper on the long term financing initiative,  

good securitisation and securities financing

September 2014

TOO-BIG-TO-FAIL 
(TBTF) IN THE EU 

WHICH PIECES OF LEGISLATION AIM AT TACKLING  

THE TBTF ISSUE, AND WITH WHAT RESULTS SO FAR? 

 
An assessment of EU 2009-2014 legislative work on banking

ASSETS OF THE 15 EU'S LARGEST BANKS

October 2014

Should “precautionary recapitalisations” 
make taxpayers nervous? 

By Paulina Przewoska, 
Senior Policy Analyst at Finance Watch

FINANCEWATCHPOLICYBRIEF

ECB stress tests - why taxpayers are still at 
risk and what can be done to protect them?

This policy note looks at what could happen if the ECB’s comprehensive 
assessment reveals capital shortfalls at banks that cannot then raise funds on 
the market. The EU’s State Aid and Resolution frameworks require shareholders 
and certain creditors to contribute to a “precautionary recapitalisation”. But both 
frameworks contain safety valves that allow public money to be used in some 
cases without shareholders’ and creditors’ participation to protect financial 
stability. This highlights the fragile nature of the European banking sector and 
one of its major causes: bank interconnectedness. The policy implications are to 
address the problem at source with measures including bank structure reform.

“ When a big bank fails, bail-in is never a soft option ... 
the temptation is always there for  

governments to reach for the chequebook. 

”
Andrew Haldane1

15 December 2014

Position paper “A missed opportunity 

to revive “boring” finance?” on long 

term financing, securitisation and 

securities financing

2 December 2014

Evidence to ECON Committee 

hearing on Bank Structure Reform

1 December 2014

Cartoon on long term financing of the 

real economy

27 November 2014

Letter to the Financial Times “Bank 

reforms will help lift Europe’s 

struggling economy” on bank 

structure reform

31 October 2014

Consultation response on the Europe 

2020 strategy

24 October 2014

Open letter to Michel Barnier on 

completion of his mandate

8 October 2014

Policy Brief “Should precautionary 

recapitalisations make taxpayers 

nervous?” on Banking Union and 

stress tests

3 October 2014

Model answers to ECON 

supplementary questionnaire  

for Jonathan Hill 

30 September 2014

Consultation response to EC  

on impact assessment guidelines

30 September 2014

Consultation response to EC  

on stakeholder consultation 

guidelines

10 September 2014

Policy Brief “Too-big-to-fail in the EU” 

on regulatory actions to end TBTF

22 July 2014

Policy Brief “Structural reform to 

refocus banks on the real economy”

8 July 2014

Consultation response to EC  

on ISDS in TTIP

7 July 2014

Response to ESMA Consultation 

Paper on MiFID II/MiFIR Level 2 

Technical Advice 

7 July 2014

Response to ESMA Discussion Paper 

on MiFID II/MiFIR Level 2 Technical 

Standards

23 May 2014

Annual Report 2013

18 March 2014

Evidence to ECON Committee 

hearing on TTIP and Financial 

Services

Policy analysis

Really? Did they already forget about the crisis? 

They're desperate to have short term growth and our 

lobbyists helped them.. The storyline is that banks caused 

the crisis, hence we need less banks and more capital 

markets to finance the real economy. But of course more 

capital markets means more investment banks to create the 

securities and thus more money for us.. 
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In 2014, press coverage of Finance 

Watch included 188 unique articles and 

broadcasts plus 62 duplicates (250 in 

total), compared to 277 unique items in 

2013 and 300 in 2012. Around a third of 

the coverage was about banks, a third 

about lobbying, and the rest on consumer 

protection, TTIP and Finance Watch, with 

headlines such as “Finance Watch worries 

about lowest common denominator ap-

proach in TTIP”, “La Bourse est truquée ! 

Les robots spéculateurs sur la sellette”, 

and “”Gegenanwälte der Banken” sehen 

noch Regelungsbedarf; Finance Watch 

bangt um Trennbanken-Verordnung”.

The 14 press releases issued in 2014 

(17 in 2013, 23 in 2012) achieved a reach 

of around 7,500 views each, with some 

significantly more (such as “Bank struc-

ture proposal has right objectives but 

fragile mechanism, unlikely to reduce too-

big-to-fail banking unless strengthened”). 

The team interacted with 242 different 

journalists, resulting in publication in 

148 different media sources.

Communications

TOP 10 Media  
(number of unique articles)

DPA Insight EU 8

Le Monde 7

Agence Europe 7

MNI 7

Europolitics 6

La Tribune 6

Financial Times 4

Les Echos 4

Trends&Tendances 4

Mediapart 4

9%

28%

13%

13%

12%

7%

5%

4%

9%

Finance Watch & Lobbying

Banking Union (including SRM, stress tests)

Financial regulation in general

CRD IV

TTIP & ISDS

CMU and Securitisation

Others

Financial markets (MiFID, derivatives, FTT…)

Bank structure

TOPICS

3%

16%

2%

5%

4%

29%

6%

16%

11%
8%

France

Others

UK

Belgium

Germany

EU Media

Switzerland

USA

Austria

Spain

COUNTRIES

Comment les banques ont profité de la crise grâce aux garanties d'Etat

Marie Charrel   
27 January 2014
Le Monde
French

Pendant la crise, le secteur bancaire a bénéficié d’au moins 200 milliards d’euros par an de 
subventions implicites, selon une étude.

Entre 200 et 300 milliards d'euros par an : c'est l'avantage financier que les banques européennes ont 
tiré des garanties implicites que leur ont fournies les Etats pendant la crise, selon une étude réalisée 
par l'expert financier indépendant Alexander Kloeck à la demande des eurodéputés du groupe 
écologiste. « C'est l'un des graves dysfonctionnements révélés par la crise et il n'a pas encore été 
traité », s'alarme le député européen belge (Groupe les Verts-Alliance libre européenne), Philippe 
Lamberts.

Publiée lundi 27 janvier, cette étude pourrait relancer les débats sur le sujet, alors que Michel Barnier, 
le commissaire européen au marché intérieur, s'apprête à présenter, mercredi 29 janvier, son projet 
de séparation des activités bancaires, visant à mieux réguler le secteur.

« TOO BIG TO FAIL »

En 2010 et 2011, la question de ces garanties implicites agitait la classe politique européenne. Quand 
la banque Lehman Brothers a fait faillite, en 2008, les autorités ont réalisé que certains établissements 
étaient systémiques, ou « too big to fail » : « trop gros pour qu'on puisse les laisser faire faillite » sans 
provoquer des dégâts sur l'économie réelle. C'est le cas des grandes banques européennes 
universelles, mêlant récolte des dépôts des épargnants et activités sur les marchés : BNP Paribas, 
Deutsche Bank, UBS…

« Les investisseurs sont persuadés qu'en cas de crise grave, les gouvernements agiront pour les 
empêcher de faire défaut », commente Laurence Scialom, spécialiste du sujet à l'université Paris-X -
Nanterre. C'est ce que les économistes appellent la garantie ou subvention implicite des Etats.

A priori, on pourrait juger que c'est une bonne chose, puisque cette garantie n'est quasiment jamais 
utilisée. L'ennui, c'est qu'elle a de nombreux effets pervers. D'abord, elle incite les banques à prendre 
plus de risques sur les marchés financiers. « C'est l'aléa moral : la certitude d'être aidé par l'Etat 
pousse à adopter des comportements moins prudents », explique Bruno Colmant, économiste à 
l'Université catholique de Louvain.

Ensuite, la garantie implicite crée des distorsions de concurrence. Les banques qui en bénéficient 
profitent de conditions de financement plus favorables que les autres établissements sur les marchés, 
puisqu'elles sont jugées plus sûres.

« CES INSTITUTIONS GAGNENT DE L'ARGENT GRÂCE AU SOUTIEN DES ETATS»

Les agences de notation reconnaissent cet avantage. Elles attribuent deux types d'évaluation aux 
banques « too big to fail » : l'une, dite stand alone, considérant le seul bilan de santé financier de 
l'établissement, l'autre dite all-in, intégrant la garantie des Etats. « La seconde note est toujours 
meilleure que la première, preuve que ces institutions profitent de taux d'intérêt plus bas, et donc, 
gagnent de l'argent grâce au soutien des Etats », dit M. Lamberts.

C'est en se fondant sur ces écarts de notes qu'Alexander Kloeck a établi qu'entre 2007 et 2012, le 
secteur bancaire européen a reçu l'équivalent de 208,8 à 320,1 milliards d'euros par an de 
subventions implicites des Etats, qui ont, pour l'essentiel, profité aux établissements systémiques. 
L'étude évoque également les estimations menées par d'autres experts ces dernières années, suivant 
des méthodologies différentes. Les résultats, très variables, s'échelonnent entre 96 et 293 milliards 
d'euros par an.

Comment le lobby financier pèse sur Bruxelles

Marie Charrel   

9 April 2014
Le Monde
French

Selon le think tank Corporate Europe Observatory, la finance emploie 1 700 lobbyistes dans la 

capitale belge, plus que tous les autres secteurs. Elle dépense 120 millions d'euros par an en 

lobbying.
120 millions d'euros : il s'agit du montant, en euros, dépensé chaque année par l'industrie financière 

en actions de lobbying à Bruxelles, auprès des institutions européennes. C'est ce que révèle le think 

tank européen Corporate Europe Observatory (CEO), mercredi 9 avril. Selon ce dernier, la finance 

emploie 1 700 lobbyistes dans la capitale belge, soit bien plus que tous les autres secteurs.

Le rapport de CEO, intitulé « The Fire Power of the Financial Lobby », est publié à la veille des 

élections européennes et alors que nombre de régulations, comme celle visant à instaurer une taxe 

sur les transactions financières, sont encore en négociation à Bruxelles

Pour obtenir ces estimations, les experts de CEO ont passé au crible le « registre de transparence » 

instauré en 2008 sous la pression des eurodéputés, et où toutes les organisations exerçant du 

lobbying sont censées s'enregistrer.

« Comme l'enregistrement est volontaire, le véritable nombre de lobbies est sans doute plus élevé », 

remarque le rapport.

Les chercheurs ont également épluché des dizaines d'autres documents, comme les « Lobbying 

contact reports », ou « rapports des contacts avec les lobbies », des Conservateurs Britanniques.

On y découvre que sur les six premiers mois de 2013, les 25 députés européens Conservateurs du 

Royaume-Uni ont rencontré 74 représentants de l'industrie financière ou assimilés.

« Les régulations en cours, comme celle des produits dérivés, ont été discutées lors de ces réunions, 

explique le rapport. Parmi les organisations actives, JP Morgan, Citigroup et Goldman Sachs étaient 

également présentes ».

AGENDA EUROPÉEN SOUS INFLUENCE

Dans le « registre de transparence », CEO a identifié 208 organismes déclarant officiellement 

s'adonner à du lobbying relatif aux « services financiers », et 700 au total en ajoutant ceux non 

enregistrés. Ils exercent leur influence essentiellement auprès du Parlement européen et de la 

Commission européenne.

« C'est le jeu démocratique : tout le monde fait cela », remarque un banquier parisien, soulignant que 

des associations œuvrant pour faire contrepoids à la finance, comme l'ONG Finance Watch, sont 

également présentes dans la capitale belge. C'est vrai, mais elles restent minoritaires, souligne 

toutefois le rapport.

Ainsi, sur les 906 organisations consultées par Bruxelles pour réfléchir aux régulations à mettre en 

place après la crise, 55 % représentaient la finance, contre 12 % pour les autres secteurs et 13 % 

pour les ONG, syndicats et associations de consommateurs.

De plus, sur les 700 lobbies recensés, 140 sont originaires du Royaume-Uni, ce qui en fait le pays le 

plus présent.
« Il est évident qu'en déployant de tels moyens, ces organisations ont largement réussi à influencer 

l'agenda européen sur les réformes financières, conclut CEO. Nous estimons qu'il est dangereux 

qu'un secteur qui a provoqué autant de dégâts puisse avoir une telle influence sur les législations qui 

le concerne. »

FinBeurs
’Europese’ AFM nodig voor sterke bankenunie
10 May 2014
De Telegraaf
Dutch

DEN HAAG – De Europese bankenunie zal nog effectiever worden als er sprake is van breed gedragstoezicht. �Ook de financiële instellingen in het Verenigd Koninkrijk en de Scandinavische landen moeten daar dan onder vallen”, zegt Aerdt Houben, directeur van de divisie financiële stabiliteit 
bij De Nederlandsche Bank (DNB).
Het pleidooi voor een Europese gedragstoezichthouder was een van de discussiepunten tijdens een debat bij de Sociaal Economische Raad in Den Haag. Deskundigen, afgevaardigden van non-
gouvernementele organisaties en Europarlementariërs gingen in discussie over de hervorming van de 
financiële sector en de gevolgen daarvan. Onlangs benadrukte voorzitter Merel van Vroonhoven van de Autoriteit Financiële Markten (AFM) al dat de inbreng van gedragstoezicht essentieel is voor een effectieve bankenunie. Volgens haar is het van groot belang dat er goede controle is op het gedrag van banken.

De Europese bankenunie staat inmiddels als een huis. Het Europees Parlement stemde vorige maand 
met een overgrote meerderheid in met het saneringsfonds voor falende banken. Naast toezicht op de 
bankensector door de Europese Centrale Bank is dit een andere zeer belangrijke bouwsteen van de 
bankenunie. Die moet namelijk voorkomen dat de belastingbetaler opdraait voor wanbeleid bij banken.DNB-directeur Houben is achter de schermen nauw betrokken bij de vorming van de bankenunie. Hij maakt deel uit van de Financial Stability Board, een orgaan dat het wereldwijde financiële stelsel bewaakt en zo nodig adviezen uitbrengt. �We hebben mondiaal een collectief verkeerd beeld gehad hoeveel buffers banken moeten aanhouden. Maar we hebben inmiddels grote vooruitgang geboekt. Banken moeten meer kapitaal aanhouden en de risico’s bij een eventueel verlies zijn voor hun eigen rekening.”

Maar een gedragstoezichthouder, zoals de AFM in ons land, ontbreekt nog. Een zevental ngo’s, waaronder Somo, FNV Finance, de Consumentenbond en Finance Watch, stelde daarom een maatschappelijk manifest op. Daarin wordt onder meer geopperd om op Europees niveau gedragstoezicht te ontwikkelen �met nadruk op nut en eenvoud van producten, op de verdienmodellen 
van de banken en hun zorgplicht”.
Verder zouden banken verplicht moeten worden om klanten in Europa een basisversie van complexe financiële producten zoals hypotheken en pensioenen aan te bieden. Volgens Houben is een uniforme 
Europese aanpak echter onwenselijk.

handlar inte om den verkliga ekonomin, sa hon.

Aline Fares vill transformera de stora bankerna för att minimera deras risk och skapa mindre 
investmentbanker. Det vill hon göra genom att ta bort skattestöd till banker när det gäller sådant som 
inte har med den verkliga ekonomin att göra.

Almorò Rubin de Cervin, EU-kommissionen, hade en annan syn:

- Bankerna i Europa är inte lönsamma. Om man då vill minska banksektorn, då kommer det bli stor 
påverkan på samhället, med risk för deflation. Vi behöver kapitalmarknader och vi behöver mer av 
traditionella banker.

Han framhöll EU:s arbete med reglering.

- Vi har gjort mycket för att stabilisera banksektorn. Bankerna har mycket mer kapital nu, vi har stärkt 
ECB. Vi har stresstestat bankerna, sa han.

- Människor ska inte behöva vara rädda för nästa finanskris och det som sådana kriser innebär för 
välfärden och jobben.

Men att helt undvika kriser det trodde han inte var möjligt och inte heller önskvärt.

- Det måste finnas lite instabilitet i systemet, det måste alltid finnas någon risk för kris. Annars måste 
du ha 100 procent kapitalisering. Det vore inte bra för samhället.

Han välkomnade också nya finansiella produkter och aktörer.

- Det europeiska systemet är beroende av banker. Vi måste öka möjligheten för företag att få 
finansiering, vi måste bryta bankernas dominans för att öppna upp för en nya möjligheter för 
finansiering och investeringar.

Johanna Orth, Bankföreningen och Arvid Ahrin, NFU talade också vid konferensen. Moderator var Ella 
Sjödin från NFU.

(AE) BANKING
Finance Watch calls for a binding leverage cap

01 November 2014
Agence Europe
English

Brussels, 31/10/2014 (Agence Europe) - The Finance Watchorganisation that defends the rights of 
citizens in the financial field has welcomed the results of the assessment of the strength of European 
banks, but highlights weaknesses in this unprecedented Asset Quality Review (AQR) by the European 
Central Bank and the European Banking Authority (EBA).
More than 50% of banks' credit risk-weighted assets were covered by the AQR, and the significant 
AQR findings should help to clean up bank balance sheets and restore confidence in the banking 
sector, explains Finance Watch in a press released issued on Wednesday 29 October. Finance Watch 
welcomes the disclosure of previously unpublished data in an aggregate manner or for financial 
institutions (see EUROPE 11185).

The AQR results, however, reinforce Finance Watch's view that a binding leverage cap is required.

The organisation says that the stress test parameters used by the EBA do not take all risks into 
account. The assumption of a static balance sheet ignores the second-round effects of stress and the 
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(AE) FINANCEFinance Watch worries about lowest common denominator approach in TTIP

26 March 2014Agence EuropeEnglish

Brussels, 25/03/2014 (Agence Europe) - The Finance Watch organisation, which defends citizens' 

interests against the financial industry, is concerned about the benefits of increased trade with North 

America arising from including financial services in the free-trade agreement, TTIP, currently being 

negotiated by the EU and the United States.In a press release, Thierry Philipponnat, Finance Watch's Secretary General, says that the aim of 

including financial services in the TTIP will increase trade in financial services, with questionable 

benefits. He said that studies, including one by the Bank of International Settlement in March 2014, 

show that too great an increase in the share of a country's GDP taken up by financial services can 

damage economic development.
Finance Watch also criticises the secrecy surrounding the TTIP talks, which are to be discussed at the 

EU-US summit on Wednesday. The organisation says that citizens are rightfully suspicious about TTIP 

simply because we do not know what is at stake. It is not good for people to have to rely on leaked 

documents to learn what is being negotiated in their own name, it adds.
Finance Watch wants transatlantic regulatory convergence in the field of financial services, but says 

that a trade deal is not the right way of achieving this, as international organisations like the Financial 

Stability Board, the Basel Committee and IOSCO are already active in this domain. (MB)

Wirtschaft
Keine Chance gegen die Banken; Studie belegt Übermacht der Finanzindustrie 

bei Gesetzgebungsprozessen in BrüsselNina Luttmer
9 April 2014
Frankfurter RundschauGerman

Banken, Versicherungen und Fondsgesellschaften legen sich in Brüssel mächtig ins Zeug, um 

Einfluss auf die Finanzgesetzgebung zu nehmen. Das ist seit langem klar. Doch genauere 

Untersuchungen darüber, wie mächtig die Finanzlobby in der EU-Hauptstadt ist, gab es bislang nicht. 

Das hat die Organisation Corporate Europe Observatory (CEO) nun mit einer Studie nachgeholt, die 

der FR vorliegt. Mit erschreckenden Ergebnissen.CEO hat ermittelt, dass mehr als 700 Unternehmen - Finanzinstitute, aber auch Verbände, Kanzleien 

oder Beratungsfirmen - mit mindestens 1700 Lobbyisten unterwegs sind, um die Interessen der 

Finanzlobby durchzudrücken. Jedem Beamten in der Europäischen Kommission, der sich mit 

Finanzthemen beschäftige, stünden somit vier Lobbyisten gegenüber. Am mächtigsten sei die 

britische Finanzlobby. Dagegen gebe es nur etwa 150 Gewerkschaften, Verbraucherorganisationen 

und Nicht-Regierungsorganisationen (NGOs).
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Finanzen & Börsen

Weichmacher in der Aufsicht

Osman, Yasmin; Alich, Holger   

14 January 2014

Handelsblatt

German

Die internationalen Regeln für die Schuldenbremse der Banken fallen weniger streng aus als 

erwartet. / Derivategeschäfte dürfen doch verrechnet werden. / Bank-Aktien verbuchen weltweit 

Kursgewinne.

Simpel und transparent sollte die geplante Schuldenbremse für Banken, die sogenannte Leverage Ratio, 

werden. Eigentlich. Doch nun hat der Baseler Bankenausschuss am Wochenende noch einmal Änderungen 

am Regelwerk vorgenommen. Nun sind die Regeln nicht nur komplizierter als ursprünglich geplant, sondern 

auch weniger streng. Wie erleichtert die Bankenbrache darüber ist, zeigten die Kursreaktionen an der 

Börse. Die Aktie der Deutschen Bank legte zum Beispiel um 4,7 Prozent zu, die Commerzbank-Papiere 

verteuerten sich um 5,5 Prozent.

Bank-Analysten begrüßten denn auch die Erleichterungen. Die Änderungen in der Berechnung "dürften 

einen nicht unerheblichen Einfluss darauf haben, wie leicht oder schwer es Banken fallen wird, die 

Anforderungen der Verschuldungsobergrenze zu erfüllen", schreibt DZ-Bank-Analyst Jörg Birkmeyer. Die 

Erleichterungen seien zwar "begrenzt", doch die neuen Regeln seien weniger strikt als der erste Entwurf, so 

ein Londoner Analyst.

Mit der Schuldenbremse wollen die Regulierer eine Lehre aus der Krise ziehen: In den Krisenjahren hatten 

die komplizierten Risikomodelle der Banken und ihrer Aufseher reihenweise versagt. Das ist ein 

gravierendes Problem, denn wie viel Kapital eine Bank für einen Kredit hinterlegen muss, hängt vom 

Risikogehalt des Kredits ab. Je riskanter der Kredit, desto mehr Kapital ist nötig. Doch wie hoch das Risiko 

ist, rechnen die Banken oft selbst aus. Und auch Aufseher können irren: Staatsanleihen gelten bis heute als 

risikofreie Anlage. Um solchen Irrtümern vorzubeugen, wurde die Schuldenbremse, die Leverage Ratio 

eingeführt. Sie verlangt, dass eine Bank ihr gesamtes Geschäftsvolumen mit mindestens drei Prozent 

Eigenkapital unterlegt. Das galt für Geschäfte auf der Bilanz und auch für außerbilanzielle Geschäfte wie 

Kreditzusagen.

So simpel wie zunächst angenommen, war die Schuldenbremse aber nicht: US-Banken bilanzieren anders 

als europäische. In den USA dürfen Banken unterschiedliche Derivate-Geschäfte mit den gleichen 

Geschäftspartnern miteinander verrechnen. In Europa geht das nicht. Deshalb sind die Bilanzen von US-

Banken meist kleiner.

Der Kompromiss: Banken dürfen ein bisschen verrechnen, aber alle zu den gleichen Bedingungen: "Anstatt 

uns auf Rechnungslegungsstandards zu verlassen, haben wir eine Reihe von Netting-Regeln verwendet, 

die nicht von Bilanzierungsregeln abhängen und die in der Zukunft einen besseren Vergleich zwischen den 

großen Banken ermöglichen dürften", sagte der Vizegeneralsekretär des Baseler Bankenausschusses, 

William Coen, dem Handelsblatt.

Zumindest offiziell sind damit die Bilanzierungsnachteile der europäischen Banken gegenüber der US-

Konkurrenz aufgehoben. Die Regeln sehen vor, dass die Banken in begrenzten Fällen, wenn Derivate- oder 

Repo-Geschäfte mit dem gleichen Gegenüber abgeschlossen werden und die gleiche Laufzeit haben, 

verrechnet werden dürfen. Vor allem für US-Institute waren Verrechnungsmöglichkeiten wichtig. Die 

Erleichterungen sind auch für europäische Banken mit starken Investmentbanking-Sparten nützlich: So lag 

die Leverage Ratio von Barclays im dritten Quartal bei nur 2,9 Prozent, bei der Deutschen Bank waren es 

2,3 Prozent, zeigt eine Citigroup-Studie.

Einen "Rabatt" gibt es auch für außerbilanzielle Geschäfte, wie es zum Beispiel Kreditzusagen oder 

Zusagen für Handelsfinanzierungen sind. Die sollten bislang vollständig berücksichtigt werden. Künftig soll 

nur ein Teil davon in die Rechnung einfließen. "Das erhöht womöglich etwas die Komplexität des 

Standards, aber jetzt ist er realistischer und hilft dabei, die tatsächlichen Engagements, die aus 

außerbilanziellen Aktivitäten kommen, nicht zu überschätzen", sagt Coen.

Nicht überall kommt das gut an: "Der Nutzen einer Schuldenobergrenze erwächst aus ihrer Einfachheit und 

ihrer Inklusivität", sagte Greg Ford von der Nichtregierungsorganisation Finance Watch. Je mehr Risiken 

aus ihrer Berechnung "ausgeschlossen oder verborgen" würden, "desto weniger nützlich wird die Leverage 

Ratio für Regulierer und Investoren sein".

COFI
Sem reestruturação, união bancária da UE poderá ficar apenas no papel

16 April 2014
Agencia Estado

Portuguese

Bruxelas, 16/04/2014 - A avalanche de legislação aprovada nesta terça-feira pelo Parlamento Europeu 

para ajudar a fortalecer o conturbado sistema bancário da Europa pode acabar ficando apenas no papel se 

não conseguir reestruturar os credores e resolver o problema dos bancos "grandes demais para falir", 

afirmaram analistas.

Os legisladores do bloco da moeda comum aprovaram ontem uma série de leis que se destinam a certificar 

que o dinheiro de contribuintes nunca mais terá de ser gasto para salvar um banco em dificuldades, uma 

situação que durante a crise resultou em quase 600 bilhões de euros desembolsados por governos para 

apoiarem seus sistemas bancários. O pacote aprovado também estabeleceu o cronograma de criação de 

um Mecanismo Único de Resolução (SRM, na sigla em inglês) que pode ser acionado se o Banco Central 

Europeu (BCE) avaliar que uma determinada instituição bancária precisa de ser resgatada.

Mas os críticos da legislação dizem que a questão subjacente do tamanho dos bancos europeus - os seus 

balanços totais representam 350% do Produto Interno Bruto da União Europeia - não foi suficientemente 

abordada.

"Nosso ponto principal é que a mais recente legislação de Bruxelas não aborda o problema dos 'grandes 

demais para falir'", disse a analista de políticas Paulina Przewoska, da Finance Watch, uma associação 

criada para promover a reforma do setor financeiro da Europa.

Embora o mecanismo de resolução única que será criado no próximo ano ajude a reduzir a dependência 

que os bancos têm dos governo, Przewoska disse que "sem uma forte separação estrutural das atividades 

impostas aos maiores bancos da União Europeia, é muito provável que o SRM seja apenas um 'tigre de 

papel'".

"Os 'grandes demais para falir' também são muito complexos, demasiado interligados para resolver e 

demasiado intrincados para gerenciar e fiscalizar", afirmou.

Para abordar a questão do tamanho dos bancos europeus e da ameaças que eles representam para o 

sistema financeiro global, a Comissão Europeia apresentou uma proposta em janeiro que restringia os 

investimentos com capital próprio, bem como a separação de suas operações de investimentos das 

atividades de depósito se os reguladores avaliarem que as operações realizadas em tais instituições são 

muito arriscadas.

A proposta, se aprovada, estariam alinhadas com as regras semelhantes já implementadas nos Estados 

Unidos com a Regra Volcker. As regras propostas pela Comissão iriam impor não só a restrição aos 

investimentos com capital próprio e comercialização de commodities físicas, mas também a proibição de 

qualquer investimento em fundos de hedge ligados a fundos exclusivos.

A proibição de negociação com capital próprio também vai além das regras similares que estão seno 

implementadas na Alemanha, França e Reino Unido, onde há preocupações que a legislação de Bruxelas 

possa ser mais rigorosa do que as suas regras internas.

O atual comissão do Mercado Interno da UE, Michel Barnier, pressionou para que a legislação seja 

aprovada antes do parlamento atual entrar em recesso no período de preparação para as eleições 

europeias. No entanto, analistas avaliam que o prazo desejado não será cumprido. Com altos níveis de 

oposição à proposta, ainda não está claro se ela irá se transformar em lei ou se terá o seu formato atual.

Sven Gielgold, um legislador alemão que estava intimamente envolvido com a formação das leis bancárias, 

disse em janeiro que as regras da Comissão para reformas estruturais dos bancos foram fundamentais 

para a prevenção dos resgates governamentais. No entanto, ele observou que a decisão de Barnier para 

apenas reformar os maiores bancos não vão longe o suficiente.
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Em 2012, um grupo de peritos de alto nível presidido por Erkki Liikanen, presidente do Banco da Finlândia, 

disse que a separação das atividades comerciais dos bancos deve ocorrer em todas as instituições 

"independentemente do modelo de negócios, incluindo os bancos de investimento e cooperação, 

respeitando a diversidade do sistema bancário europeu"."Mas a Comissão Europeia rejeitaram enfaticamente as ideia de Liikanen. As medidas propostas pela 

Comissão correm o risco de não terem nenhum efeito sobre o setor bancário para além da adição de 

burocracia", disse Giegold à época.De acordo com a proposta de Barnier, apenas os bancos cujos ativos estão acima de 30 bilhões de euros 

e os ativos negociáveis superam 70 bilhões de euros serão alvo de novas regras. A ideia é que as regras 

só sejam aplicadas aos bancos que são considerados "grandes demais para falir", ou cujo passivo poderia 

ameaçar a economia em geral.
Uma das leis aprovadas na terça-feira diz respeito da recuperação bancária e resolução diretiva, que foi 

projetada para evitar que o dinheiro do contribuinte seja usado para salvar bancos.
Embora os acionistas e os credores devem suportar perdas equivalentes a 8% do passivo do banco antes 

do SRM atuar, as autoridades também podem fornecer o apoio dos governos depois que a instituição seja 

classificada como em situação de estresse sistêmico."Está coberto nacionalmente no final", disse Matthias Busse, pesquisador do Centro de Estudos Políticos 

Europeus. "No momento, tudo depende muito da capacidade dos países para fornecer uma barreira."

Przewoska disse que a recuperação bancária e resolução diretiva poderiam fracassar, a menos que os 

bancos sejam devidamente reestruturados."O mecanismo de resolução e uma ferramenta de resgate deve ser credível para eliminar o risco moral e 

de absorver falência do banco", afirmou a analista. Este "só pode ser alcançado se o atual nível de 

tamanho, complexidade e interconexão no setor bancário da UE seja significativamente reduzido." Fonte: 

Market News International.

La Bourse est truquée ! LES ROBOTS SPÉCULATEURS SUR LA SELLETTE

SÉBASTIEN BURON ET PIERRE-HENRI THOMAS   
1 May 2014
Trends/TendancesFrench

Dans son dernier livre intitulé «Flash Boys», le journaliste américain Michael Lewis accuse les traders 

à haute fréquence de manipuler Wall Street. Selon lui, la Bourse de New York serait truquée, au profit 

d’automates bourrés d’algorithmes qui achètent et vendent à la vitesse de la lumière, grugeant au 

passage les petits investisseurs... Zoom sur des pratiques boursières qui dérangent.
Argent, vitesse et technologie Concurrence déloyale Un héros nommé Brad Katsuyama Curieuse 

polémique Dans le collimateur du FBI L’Europe mieux armée«Quiconque investit en Bourse est une proie pour les traders à haute fréquence !» Lâchée tout 

récemment dans une interview sur la chaîne américaine CBS, la petite phrase de Michael Lewis n’a 

pas manqué sa cible. En comparant les investisseurs traditionnels à de frêles oiseaux pour le chat, 

l’ancien courtier de Wall Street a relancé outre-Atlantique le débat sur les méfaits présumés du 

courtage électronique à grande vitesse.Pour lui, cela ne fait aucun doute : les cours de la Bourse américaine (NYSE, Nasdaq, etc.) sont 

systématiquement faussés par ce que dans le jargon on appelle le high frequency trading, c’est-à-dire 

le trading à haute fréquence, ces programmes informatiques complexes qui prennent tout le monde de 

vitesse en achetant et en vendant des actions, des devises, des produits dérivés, des matières 
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"Gegenanwälte der Banken" sehen noch Regelungsbedarf;  Finance Watch  

bangt um Trennbanken-Verordnung

15 May 2014

Börsen-Zeitung

German

fed Brüssel - Das Finanzexperten-Bündnis Finance Watch, das sich als "Gegenanwälte der Banken" 

bei der Beobachtung und Bewertung von EU-Regeln versteht, sieht noch erheblichen Bedarf an 

europäischen Vorgaben für die Kreditwirtschaft. "Die Regulierung war bislang noch nicht wirkungsvoll 

genug", bemängelt Benoît Lallemand. Er führt nach dem Abschied von Generalsekretär Thierry 

Philipponat, der mit dem Vorstand in Kontroversen geraten war, kommissarisch die Geschäfte. Die 

Bereitschaft, den Akteuren an den Finanzmärkten Grenzen zu setzen, sei abgeebbt, "alle 

konzentrieren sich auf die Frage, wie man möglichst kurzfristig Wachstum schaffen kann", meint 

Lallemand.

Finance Watch verweist beispielsweise auf die EU-Gesetzgebung über die Trennung bestimmter 

Sparten innerhalb von Banken. Die nationalen Gesetze in Deutschland und Frankreich griffen viel zu 

kurz, beklagt das Bündnis. Und der von EU-Kommissar Michel Barnier vorgelegte Vorschlag sei 

ebenfalls nicht strikt genug, indem er Ausnahmen erlaube, die sich als Schlupflöcher erweisen 

könnten - etwa die Bezugnahme auf das Hedging von Kundenrisiken.

Das Bündnis warnt, dass überschätzt werde, in welchem Umfang Banken in den vergangenen 

Monaten ihre Kapitalbasis gestärkt haben. Nach wie vor bestünden Zweifel, ob die Mittel als erster 

Puffer reichten - und ob die Aufsicht tatsächlich bereit sei, im Ernstfall das vorgesehene Bail-in-

Instrument voll zu nutzen. Zudem stellt Finance Watch in Frage, ob die internen Modelle der Banken 

bei der Kalibrierung des Eigenkapitals wirklich taugen. Die Organisation fordert, 

Mindestanforderungen nach dem Standardansatz zu ergänzen, um bösen Überraschungen 

vorzubeugen.

Finance Watch wurde auf Anregung von EU-Parlamentariern vor drei Jahren gegründet. Das 

Expertenteam, in dem ehemalige Investmentbanker arbeiten, ist als gemeinnütziger Verein 

organisiert. Es erhält Unterstützung von Gewerkschaften, Stiftungen, Verbraucherzentralen und von 

Privatpersonen.

De Financiële Morgen

Makers anti-lobbydocu weigeren prijs van 'lobbyisten'

16 May 2014

De Morgen

Dutch

De makers van Brussels Business, een documentaire over lobbyactiviteiten in de financiële wereld, 

weigeren de geldprijs die bij hun Belfius Persprijs hoort. 'Wij nemen geen geld aan van de sector die 

deel uitmaakt van het probleem.'

De 51ste Belfius Persprijzen werden woensdagavond in Brussel uitgereikt. Ook Brussels Business, 

een reportage over de lobbyactiviteiten binnen de financiële sector en hun invloed op de Europese 

besluitvorming, werd gelauwerd. Opmerkelijk: de makers weigerden de geldprijs van sponsor 

Belfius."Wij weigeren geld aan te nemen van de sector die deel uitmaakt van het probleem." De 

reportage Brussels Business van Matthieu Lietaert en Friedrich Moser legt naar eigen zeggen 'de 

verborgen kant van de democratie bloot'.
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We  p ro d u c e d  t w o  m u l t i m e d i a 
educational units as part of our “un-
derstanding Finance” series, the first 

on splitting megabanks, the second on 

TTIP. These explain key areas of financial 

reform to the public and present Finance 

Watch’s views in jargon-free language. 

They were also translated into French 

and German.

D  “Splitting megabanks?” was 

published on 21 March. It looks at 

why universal banks can become 

a problem if they grow too large 

or interconnected. It uses videos, 

infographics, cartoons and jargon-

free text to explain concepts such as 

leverage and looks at the European 

Commission’s legislative proposal 

on bank structure reform, as well as 

debunking the myths of the banking 

lobby against the separation of bank 

activities.

D  “Financial services in TTIP?” was 

published on 10 October and looks 

at the “Transatlantic Trade and 

Investment Partnership” (TTIP) being 

negotiated between the US and 

the EU. It explains what are trade 

agreements and market access 

rules, looks at the aims of TTIP, its 

interaction with financial services, 

and the case for and against various 

controversial aspects such as regu-

latory cooperation and ISDS (see 

page 36). It summarises Finance 

Watch’s views on TTIP, transparency 

and whether we really need further 

financial trade liberalisation.

Part of the Finance Watch Campaign Change Finance!

Financial services 

 in TTIP?

PUT SOCIETY IN THE 
DRIVING SEAT

SLIM DOWN MEGABANKS STOP SUBSIDIZING  
SPECULATION

INCENTIVIZE 
SUSTAINABLE INVESTING

Understanding Finance #2 

Part of the Finance Watch Campaign Change Finance!

Splitting 
Megabanks?

SLIM DOWN MEGABANKS PUT SOCIETY IN THE  
DRIVING SEAT

STOP SUBSIDIZING  
SPECULATION

INCENTIVIZE 
SUSTAINABLE INVESTING

Understanding Finance #1 

Friends of Finance Watch (numbering 8,468 at the 

end of the year, compared to 7,463 in 2013 and 

6,090 in 2012) received ten Friends’ newsletters 

in 2014, each published in three languages. The 

newsletters introduce Finance Watch’s recent 

work together with articles of wider interest, such 

as local banking, how efficient finance is, or why 

we think financial services should be excluded 

from TTIP, to name a few. Anyone can subscribe 

to our newsletters for free from the website. 

The team produced three webinars in 2014, 

on ECB stress tests, bank separation, and 

investment banking:

24 February
Why separate banking activities? 

Separating banking activities is the reform 

that megabanks have pushed hardest 

against. This webinar explains why Finance 

Watch thinks structural reform is so es-

sential to making the financial sector serve 

society and the economy.

24 October
The ECB Stress tests, are taxpayers  

at risk? 

Two days before the ECB revealed its 

stress test results, Finance Watch’s Paulina 

Przewoska (a former financial supervisor) 

hosted a public webinar to help journalists 

and the public know what to look for when 

the results came out. 

16 December
What is investment banking? 

While it is easy to imagine what commercial 

banking is about (deposits, loans, payment 

system), few people outside the financial 

sector know what happens inside an 

investment bank. This webinar, with former 

banker Aline Fares, gives an overview of 

what goes on inside these firms. 

We published 18 blog articles 

(13 in 2013), including several 

from our guest blogger Fabien 

Hassan, on diverse topics 

such as the money supply, 

the German public banking 

system, and a historical look 

at the roles of public debt and 

corporate governance. 

D  Reforming the mega 

banks – two ways to deal 

with a tsunami

D  A View From Germany III – 

Local solutions to a global 

crisis

D  Money supply – a public 

service in private hands

D  Interview with Robert 

Jenkins “Bank lobby has 

been successful at fighting 

reform”

Our Facebook and twitter 
communities both grew by 

around 35% to 14,885 and 

5,285 by the end of the year.

We also hosted a Friends of 
Finance watch day at our new 

offices in Brussels for members 

of the public to meet the team. 
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Finance Watch hosted an expert symposium in London and an evening conference in 

Brussels. We also co-hosted two public conferences with Members in Brussels and Berlin, 

a German press event at our new offices in May, a Friends of Finance Watch evening  

at our offices in Brussels in July for members of the general public to meet the team, and 

co-organised with Finance Watch Members public pre-election events in Paris and The Hague 

(see Members’ Activity, page 12).

Events

21 May 2014 
Expert Symposium, London 

“From ESG (economic, social, govern-

ance) corporate communication to 

non-financial performance indicators: 

boosting the impact, legitimacy and 

market share of responsible investment” 

In May, Finance Watch held its first expert 

symposium, bringing together 24 experts 

from the financial industry, academia and 

civil society who would not normally meet 

to brainstorm policy ideas on socially re-

sponsible investment (SRI). 

The discussion looked at how to define 

and measure the non-financial impact 

of responsible investment, and how to 

convince an even larger pool of inves-

tors and asset managers to adopt SRI. 

It resulted in a report with more than 

40 recommendations, such as:

D  Require fund managers to act on their 

clients’ ESG preferences

D  Educate the investing public, help them 

to put pressure on their fund managers

D  Legal definition for funds that want to 

label themselves “sustainable”

D  Adopt common ESG indicators and 

mandate ESG disclosure

Delegates included: Fidelity, Standard 

Life, Oddo Securities, Pictet Asset Man-

agement, ECOFI, EUROSIF, Caisse des 

Dépôts,  Kepler Chevreux, GABV and 

Crédit Coopératif, SOMO, ShareAction, 

Christian Aid, Nordic Financial Unions, 

Réseau Financité, UN PRI, Carbon Dis-

closure Project, 2° Investing, Novethic, 

Carbon Tracker, Sustainalytics, University 

Of Zurich, MINES ParisTech, Impact Fi-

nance Management.

The event was hosted by Finance Watch 

with technical support from 2° Investing 

and Novethic, facilitated by Chris Hewitt 

from the Finance Innovation Lab, and 

financial support from Caisse des Dépôts.

5 November 2014 
Evening event, Brussels

“What finance for what growth?”

Around 130 people attended this after-

work discussion to explore the right size 

and business models for a financial sys-

tem that can support smart, sustainable 

and inclusive growth.  

A broad-ranging discussion looked at 

the need to break down silos between 

financial and environmental regulations, 

to give priority to financing businesses 

instead of assets, to promote growth in 

the economy not the financial sector it-

self, and to promote diversity in banking 

and finance, among other things. 

The event was accompanied by a Finance 

Watch factsheet summarising recent find-

ings on the complex relationship between 

finance and growth.

Speakers:

D  ECON Chair Roberto Gualtieri MEP 

(S&D, Italy)

D  Sirpa Pietikäinen MEP (EPP, Finland)

D  Jean-Louis Bancel, President, Group 

Crédit Coopératif

D  Wim Mijs, Chief Executive, European 

Banking Federation

D  Professor Thorsten Beck, Cass 

Business School, London

Keynote from Roberto Gualtieri 
MEP, chair of ECON

5

1
Introduction from Benoît Lallemand, 

Acting Secretary General 
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5 November 2014 
Conference co-hosted  
with Housing Europe, Brussels

“Housing Finance: Property Bubbles or 

Social & Ecological Resilience?”

This full day conference was organised 

by Housing Europe with the support 

of Finance Watch to look at the chal-

lenges facing the housing market and the 

financing of affordable housing in differ-

ent European countries. The discussions 

included reflections on the role of public 

banks and subsidies, private bank lending 

and financial markets to answer housing 

needs across Europe.

Speakers included MEPs Philippe Lam-

berts, Paul Tang and Pervenche Berès, 

representatives from the Commission, Eu-

ropean Investment Bank, OECD, Caisse 

des Depôts and EBZ Business School, 

and more than a dozen housing experts 

including representatives of Housing Eu-

rope members from across Europe. The 

hosts were represented by Marc Calon, 

President of Housing Europe, and Benoît 

Lallemand of Finance Watch.

4 December 2014 
Conference co-hosted with DGB, 
vzbv, WEED and FES, Berlin

“Banks and Financial Markets: Safe and 

Long-Term?” 

More than 200 participants from politics, 

media, industry and civil society attended 

this one day event about bank regula-

tion, long-term financing and the Capital 

Markets Union.

Speakers included MEPs Udo Bullmann 

(S&D) and Markus Ferber (EPP) and 

German MP Gerhard Schick, as well 

as representatives from the German 

Federal Ministry of Finance, European 

Central Bank, European Commission, 

academics, civil society and the banking 

industry. The event was co-hosted by 

the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, WEED, 

DGB, Finance Watch and vzbv, and 

moderated by Finance Watch Member 

Harald Schumann from Der Tagesspiegel.

€

$

1
Pervenche Berès MEP,  

5 November 2014
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Objectives for 2015
The General Assembly approved Finance Watch’s 

work programme for 2015 on 25 November 2014.

The team’s core lobbying and research  activity will focus on areas 

below (see glossary for acronyms):

Financial stability 
and banking

Bank structure reform (BSR), BRRD 

Level 2, revival of securitisation, 

shadow banking/FSB, Trading Book 

Review, CRD IV follow up (leverage 

and LCR).

Consumer and 
market issues

MiFID Level 2, PRIIPs Level 2/3, 

corporate governance and shareholder 

rights, MMF, ELTIF, securities law.
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Growth and real 
economy financing

CMU, LTF

Democratic issues

TTIP, Better Regulation

Our other priorities 
for 2015

include fund raising, developing the 

Citizens Dashboard, the fostering of 

national networks and geographical 

expansion of the membership to Italy, 

Poland and the Netherlands.
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ALDE 
Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe, political 
group in the European Parliament

AQR
Asset quality review, supervisory review of the quality 
of banks’ assets. Along with stress tests, a core part 
of the ECB’s comprehensive assessment of banks 
concluded in November 2014

Bail-in
Resolution tool that allows a troubled bank’s unsecured 
debt to be written down or converted into equity 

BCBs
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision. Forum 
for banking supervisors hosted by the Bank for 
International Settlements in Basel, Switzerland. 
Responsible for the Basel accords on bank capital 
adequacy 

BRRD
Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive

BsR
Bank Structure Reform, legislative proposal to separate 
investment banking activities from core banking 
activities in order to reduce risks for taxpayers in the 
future

CMU
Capital Markets Union, one of the three flagship Unions 
presented by the Juncker Commission in 2015

Commission
European Commission, executive body of the EU. 
Duties include making legislative proposals to the  
co-legislators, the Council and Parliament 

Council
Institution representing member states, co-legislator 
with the Parliament (see also ECOFIN) – formally the 
Council of the European Union

CRD IV
Capital Requirements Directive IV, legislative package 
to strengthen the regulation of the banking sector; 
the EU’s implementation of the Basel III framework

DG FIsMA
Commission Directorate General for Financial Stability, 
Financial Services and Capital Markets Union; created 
in November 2014 from parts of DG Internal Market 
and Services (DG MARKT) 

EBA
European Banking Authority, one of the three European 
Supervisory Authorities (ESAs)

ECB
European Central Bank

ECoFIN
Council body comprising the finance ministers of each 
member state, signs off Council negotiating positions 
on the regulation of financial services, taxation and 
economic policy

ECoN
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs of the 
European Parliament

EEsC
European Economic and Social Committee, 
representing the social partners (employers, employees 
and other interests)

ELTIF
European Long Term Investment Funds Regulation

EPP
European People’s Party, political group in the 
European parliament

EsAs
European Supervisory Authorities European Banking 
Authority (EBA), European Securities and Markets 
Authority (ESMA) and European Insurance and 
Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA), created in 
2011 with the European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB) 
as part of the Commission’s European System of 
Financial Supervisors (ESFS) 

EsMA
European Securities and Markets Authority, one of the 
three ESAs

Eurogroup
Meeting of the finance ministers of the 19 EU member 
states that have adopted the euro as their official 
currency

FsB
Financial Stability Board, international body created 
in 2009 to coordinate global financial regulation

Greens
The Greens/European Free Alliance, political group 
in the European parliament

Green Paper
(Commission) document to stimulate discussion, 
consultation and debate on a given topic, which may 
give rise to legislative proposals in the future 

hFT
High frequency trading / trader

hLEG
High Level Expert Group, used here to refer to the 
HLEG on Reforming the Structure of the EU Banking 
Sector appointed by the Commission and led by Erkki 
Liikanen, governor of the Bank of Finland 

IMF
International Monetary Fund

IoRP II
The EU’s review of the Directive on Institutions for 
Occupational Retirement Provision, defines prudential 
rules for occupational pension funds

IosCo
International Organization of Securities Commissions, 
association representing organisations regulating the 
world’s securities and futures markets

IsDs
Investor State Dispute Settlement, mechanism for 
allowing investors to bring compensation claims 
against foreign states in certain circumstances.  
Part of TTIP proposal 

KID
Key Information Document for packaged retail and 
insurance-based investment products

Level 1
Framework legislation (EU Regulations and Directives) 
proposed by the European Commission, adopted by 
the European Parliament and Council

Level 2
Delegated acts adopted  by the Commission to 
facilitate the implementation of EU Regulation and 
Directives 

LTF
Long-term Financing

MEP
Member of the European Parliament

MiFID II
Legislative package containing MiFID II, the EU’s 
Review of MiFID, the Markets in Financial Instruments 
Directive, and the Markets in Financial Instruments 
Regulation (MiFIR)

MREL
Minimum Requirement for Own Funds and Eligible 
Liabilities, EU term referring to a bank’s minimum 
required capital and bail-in-able debt

MMF
Money Market Fund

NGo
Non-governmental organisation

oECD
Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and 
Development

Parliament
The 8th European Parliament, serving 2014-2019, 
and co-legislator with the Council

PRIIPs
Packaged Retail and Insurance-based Investment 
Products (initially known as PRIPs, before insurance-
based products were added)

Resolution
The restructuring of a troubled bank by a public 
authority when there is no viable private solution and 
normal insolvency proceedings would risk financial 
instability

s&D
Progressive Alliance of Socialists and Democrats, 
political group in the European Parliament

sFT
Securities Financing Transactions

shadow banking
Activities of entities not regulated as banks who carry 
out the functions of regulated banks, including credit 
creation, maturity and liquidity transformation

sIFI
Systemically Important Financial Institution 

sME
Small or medium-sized enterprise

sRM
Single Resolution Mechanism

ssM
Single Supervisory Mechanism, led by the European 
Central Bank

stress test
Supervisory examination of the resilience of bank 
balance sheets to stress scenarios (hypothetical 
external shocks). Along with AQR, a core part of the 
ECB’s comprehensive assessment of banks concluded 
in November 2014 

TBTF
Too-big-to-fail, term used to describe SIFIs

TLAC
Total Loss Absorbing Capacity, FSB term referring  
to a bank’s capital and bail-in-able debt 

Trilogue/trialogue
Informal meetings between the three main EU 
institutions (Commission, Parliament and Council) 
aimed to find early agreements on legislation

TTIP
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership, a 
comprehensive agreement including a traditional free 
trade agreement as well as agreements to harmonise 
regulation

UCITs
Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable 
Securities, set of EU Directives on collective investment 
schemes

Glossary and abbreviations
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1040 Brussels

Tel: + 32 (0)2 880 0430

contact@finance-watch.org
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